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THE
GREATEST RISK
IS NOT

^ TAKING one:
They do not write the stories of those who played it safe. Yet that is what most of us do. It is

inherent in our nature to avoid risl<. From the earliest age there is something that tells us to

sidestep danger. Perhaps because of that, there is also something in us that admires the risk

tal<er, the adventurer, the person with the courage to step up to the edge of the precipice and

believe that he can make it to the other side.

But it doesn't mean leaping blindly. You can go after your dream with fiery determination,

armed with the confidence of knowing you have chosen a business partner wisely. You see,

few have the resources we do. The imagination. The sheer ability and flexibility to custom-tailor

solutions, no matter what the risk, no matter where the risk. Even if it's some crazy idea. Like

walking on the moon, for instance.

WORLD LEADERS IN INSURANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES

Insurance and services provided by members of American International

Group, Inc., 70 Pine Street, Department A, New York. New York 10270.
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eacher Mara Sidmore loves the theater.

Mist ask the fifth grade students she teaches every day. But when it came to her

|tirement portfolio she wanted 3 little less drama.
mi she turned to us, a fund manager known for a steady hand. In these volatile times,

we can help people build portfolios that are anything but. Now she saves all the theatrics for the stage.

Log on for ideas, iidvice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call 1.800.842.1924
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With Bristol-Myers Squibb research,

a tiny pair of chromosomes could make a huge
difference to this pair ofArmstrongs:^

Three-time Tour de France winr\er
Lance Armstrong, with his son Luke.

Lr^.-.v.f.'.-r'^iT^:

Five years ago, cyclist Lance Armstrong was diagnosed with testicular cancer. It had already

spread to his abdomen,, lungs and brain. But with aggressive treatments, including three

Bristol-Myers Squibb medicines. Lance conquered his cancer. He has gone on to win the

Tour de France three times, and even to have a wonderful son—Luke.

Today, there are more miracles in store for little Luke and his generation. At the

Bristol-Myers Squibb Center for Applied Genomics, researchers strive to unlock the genetic

secrets of breast and colon cancer, Alzheimer's, and diabetes. Someday—perhaps someday

soon—mutant cancer genes will be identified, repaired, eVen "switched off." Imagine the hope

this brings to a cancer survivor raising his young son.

At Bristol-Myers Squibb, we're leading the way in new frontiers against disease. And little

Luke—and all of us—could ultimately benefit. , ^

^^p.BristolrMyerS Squibb Company Hope, Triumph, and the Mirach of Medicine
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UP FRONT

The Long: Viev^
Living on the paved island known as Manhattan, some ofmy encounters

with nature necessarily take place on sidewalks. I once followed a giant silk

moth for several blocks along Amsterdam Avenue in broad dayUght. On a

spring morning several years ago, I saw a tiny ovenbird that was walking

north on Park Avenue, probably exhausted by its migratory flight from

South America. And I routinely glimpse house mice froHcking in the

median strip along upper Broadway after dark.

But most ofmy observations of plants and animals (not counting carpet

beetles, silverfish, and cockroaches) take place in public parks and gardens.

A favorite stroll in Riverside Park takes me past a row of honey locust trees.

Long ago, I noticed that their trunks (beginning about eight feet above the

ground) were encircled with three- to five-inch-long, needlelike thorns.

I'd never given the thorns a thought, however, until Connie Barlow, a

writer and independent scholar of evolution, came to the magazine's office

to propose a story on

"anachronistic fruits." Barlow

explained the intriguing idea that

many puzzHng features of North

American plants—the huge pit of

the avocado, the indigestible flesh

of the Osage orange, the

outrageous thorns of the honey

locust—evolved as either

enticements to or defenses against

large animals that are now extinct.

In 1925, excavations for an

apartment building in northern

Manhattan turned up a lower jaw,

some teeth, and one limb bone

from Mammut americanum, the American mastodon. For millions of years,

until about 10,000 years ago, these elephants doubtless walked where I now
walk in Riverside Park, and their appetite for the honey locust's seed pods

may have had a role in the evolution of the tree's ferocious thorns.

Thinking about nature in evolutionary terms—a point ofview that's

common in the pages of a natural history magazine but rare in other

venues—gives one a marvelously long view and some unusual insights into

why things are the way they are. Once upon a time, ground sloths or camels

or even ancestral rhinoceroses may have inhabited your part of the country.

Reading Barlow's "Ghost Stories From the Ice Age" (page 62) makes one

think about such things.

—

Ellen Goldensohn
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TODAY

Develop smart highway
systems to help traffic

move more smoothly

TOMORROW

Think up new excuses for

being late to work

TOYOTA

"The dog ate my alarm clock."

"My long-lost uncle dropped in for tea."

"A squirrel short-circuited the garage door."

There will always be plenty of excuses for

not getting to work on time. But in the

future, traffic may not be one of them.

In San Diego, Toyota has tested a highway

system that helps vehicles automatically

maintain a safe distance from each other,

regulating traffic flow. And our engineers

are also developing on-board computers

that monitor traffic congestion, suggest

quicker alternative routes— even locate

vacant parking spaces.

But that's just the beginning. We won't

stop until bumper-to-bumper crawls are

a thing of the past. And to those who

say that's not possible, we have just one

thing to say. Excuses, excuses, excuses.

www.toyota.com/tomorrow
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CONTRIBUTORS

Ichthyologist John Lundberg ("Freshwater Riches of the Amazon," page 36) began

studying the fishes of South America's Orinoco River in 1974 and those of the

Amazon River in 1990. His pioneering surveys of the fish Hfe of deep river channels

have mrned up many new species, including catfishes and electric fishes with

unusual lifestyles. Lundberg, left, says his "innate attraction to fossils" has led him to

broaden his focus; he uses insights from

paleontology, geology, and biogeography in his work

on tropical fish diversity. Formerly a professor at

Duke University and the University of Arizona,

Lundberg is now curator of ichthyology at the

Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia and

holds adjunct professorships at the University of

Pennsylvania and Drexel University. After an autumn

1997 trip down the Amazon with a boatful of

friends and scientists, artist Ray Troll was inspired to

produce his most ambitious work to date: a mural-

sized canvas that took a year to complete and that portrays about 120 species—furred,

feathered, but mostly fmned. TroU Hves in Ketchikan, Alaska, but travels frequently in the

service of art and fish. He and writer Brad Matsen have produced various books on their

adventures with fish, both fossil and modern. TroU is currently completing a book on

sharks. For an out-of-the-ordinary fish-viewing experience, look at www.troUart.com.

David W. Wolfe ("Out of Thin Air," page 44) reports that inspiration for

his recent book, Tales From the Underground: A Natural History of

Subterranean Life (Perseus Books, 2001), often came while poking around

in the dfrt on daUy hikes with his dog in upstate New York. But Wolfe's

interest in the soU has its roots in central New Mexico, where he spent

many childhood hours uncovering subterranean ant colonies in the dusty

mesas near his home. Once his parents gave him a microscope, he says,

"there was no turning back." An associate professor of plant ecology in

the Department of Horticulture at CorneU University, Wolfe now gets

paid for digging in the dirt. His current research subjects include a

common root fringus that helps plants take up nitrogen more efficiently,

methods for reducing the use of synthetic nitrogen fertUizers on farms, and the effects of elevated levels of atmospheric

CO2 on symbiotic nitrogen fixation in legumes. When he needs a break from the soil, Wolfe grabs his scuba gear and

heads for the water. "Surface Ufe," he says, "just seems so ordinary compared with these environments."

An independent scholar and freelance writer, Amanda Mayer Stinchecum

("Threads of Okinawan History," page 54) has researched the craft and history of

textUes in the Ryukyu Islands for more than fifteen years, most recently as a

Japan Foundation FeUow engaged in fieldwork on Taketomi, an island near the

southwestern end of Okinawa Prefecture. Her particular interests include the ikat

technique of creating dyed patterns as weU as the methods of identifying plant

fibers used in premodern cloths. Based in Brooklyn, New York, Stinchecum

(shown here in 1985 examining fiber banana plants with Mainkhi newspaper

photographer Azuma Yasuo) has spent long periods in Japan. She was able to

draw on her experience of the changing seasons there to write two previous

Natural History articles: "Enduring Cold the Japanese Way" (October 1981) and

"Cool lUusions in the Land of the Rising Sun" (August 1993).
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FTmericans believe that our spectacular national forests and other public lands should be protected. That's
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LASTED 2 WEEKS
THE LESSON IT

TAUGHT HIM HAS ENDURED

89 YEARS.

I

Some lessons in

life stay with you

for a long time.

Our founder

L.L. Bean learned

one in 1911 that's

still with us today.

In September of

that year, L.L.

made and sold

his first

100 pairs (

of the

Maine Hunting Shoe. When the rubber on

the boot failed, he accepted 90 pairs back and

promptly refiind-

ed all money.

The experience

taught his com-

pany something

we still remember.

We must always

work to satisfy

the customer.

Today, you'll

5g find the apparel

and gear in our

^vj^2^^ fall catalog con-

siderably updated from those times. You'll

also find the philosophy behind it unchanged.

Get your FREE FALL CATALOG. Call 1-800-839-4288 or visit www.IIbean.com
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Connie Barlow ("Ghost Stories From tlic Ice

Ai;l-," [i.iu,c (>2), .\ science writer aiul .iiii.iteur

ii.itiiralist who was raised in Detroit, ii.is spent

inLich of her adult lite living near wilderness areas

in Alaska and New Mexico. She says that while

working on her most recent book, Tlw Gliosis of

Evohilioii (Basic Books, 2001), she began to see

"ghosts" everywhere"—evidence of the lost

mammalian megafauna of North America. With

palcoccologist Paul Martm, she is promoting the

reintroduction ot elephants to grasslands in the

U.S. Southwest, where the prohteration of shrubs

is a problem. They believe the presence of these proboscideans would restore

the balance that existed in Pleistocene times between grazers and large

browsers. Barlow has long been interested

in the implications ot evolution for

philosophy, ethics, and the understanding

of humanity's role in the cosmos, as well as

in the expression of the epic of evolution

through art, hterature, and celebratory

events. She is the editor of Ei'ohitioii

Extended: Biological Debiitcs on tlic Mciviim^ of

Life (MIT Press, 1994). Michael Rothman,

who sketched the ghost species for Barlow's

piece, has participated in expeditions to

Western Samoa, French Guiana, and the Amazon River in Brazil (among other

destinations), where he painted and photographed plants and animals. He has

worked on several fossil reconstruction projects and has also illustrated fifteen

science books for young readers. Rothman's artwork can be seen at zoos in

Adanta, Detroit, and Philadelphia. His natural-science illustrations have

appeared in such publications as the New York Times and Scientific American, and

he regularly illustrates articles for Natural History (see "Bats, Bees, and Brazil

Nut Trees," April 2000, and "Undertakers of the Deep," November 1999).

Hiroshi Ogawa ("The Natural Moment,"

page 84) still lives in the small town in Japan's

Ibaraki Prefecture where he was born in

1947. As a child, he says, "insects became my
toys and my friends." Upon graduating from

junior high school, Ogawa joined his father's

roofing business. His passion for the past

twenty-three years, however, has been

photographing the insects of his native

countryside. Self-taught in macrophotography

and entomology, Ogawa specializes in

documenting the social life of ants, wasps, and

bees. His photographs have appeared in textbooks and encyclopedias, and one

was featured on the March 2001 cover of Natural History. He has pubhshed

more than thirr\' children's books; among those available in English are ]]'asps

(text by Sylvia Johnson; Lerner Pubhcations, 1984) and The Potter Wasp

(edited by Kathleen Pohl; Raintree Publishers, 1986). Ogawa still cHmbs on

roofs occasionally to photograph insects.
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Sportsman's Drop-Bottom
Rolling Gear Bag

Soft-sided convenience combined

with hard-sided protection makes

this a great seller. Zip-bottom

compartment. S199.

Call
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LETTERS

Family Resemblance?

The artist Alexis Rockman
(cover, 6/01) must have

taken inspiration from the

work of Giuseppe

Arcimboldo (1527-93),

whose masterful

conglomerations of ordinary

objects, Hving and

inanimate, are marvels. Had

Buonanni

Rockman

J)j:^j

Arcimboldo been a

contemporary of

seventeenth-century

scientist Robert Hooke or

microscopist Antonie van

Leeuwenhoek, he might

have created a work similar

to Rockman s.

Paul E. Hargraves

Narragansett, Rhode Island

Rockman may have

been influenced by

seventeenth-century

images composed of

seashells, sometimes

with other marine

forms and imaginary

items. I enclose one of

six such arrangements

from Fihppo

Buonanni's 1681 work

on moUusks.

Richard E. Petit

North Myrtle Beach,

South Carolina

Alexis Rockman
REPLIES: I did have

Giuseppe Arcimboldo

in mind when I created

the June cover, a

"portrait" composed of

bacteria and

mitochondria. But

while Arcimboldo

employed famihar

vegetable forms in his

paintings, I used lesser-

known organic

elements that are

actually found in the

human body.

Now Hear This

In "The Lobster's

Violin" ("Biomechanics,"

6/01), Adam Summers

describes the lobster's

unusual means of sound

production. He also

compares the mechanism

with that of insects that use

friction (stridulation) to

create sound. He cites both

crickets and cicadas.

However, cicadas produce

their sounds—the loudest of

any insects'—not by

stridulation but by vibrating

membranes, or tymbals,

located on their abdomens.

The pulses making up the

cicada's sounds are

analogous to the chcking

that results when a rounded

tin can Ud is pushed in with

a finger and then released

—

that is, two cHcks per in-

and-out cycle.

Jerome Rovner

Athens, Ohio

Adam Summers replies:

Jerome Rovner is correct,

although the cicada's is

a percussive, rather than a

"stick-and-sHp," sound.

It won't work if the cuticle

is soft.

Taste Test

One sunny July day in

northern Wisconsin, my
wife, daughter, and I were

packing up our camping

gear, which was soggy from a

deluge the night before.

When we paused and looked

around, we beheld a

surrealistic scene: down the

dirt road were thousands,

maybe tens of thousands, of

butterflies. I believe they

were mosdy Harris's

checkerspots and wood

nymphs, or the Kke, but there

were also the occasional

monarchs, swallowtails, and

mourning cloaks.

Many rose from the wet,

bare patches of gravel left

where the snowplow had

dug down a Httle too deep

the previous winter. But

when it came to density of

butterflies per inch, nothing

beat out coyote scats. As we

drove the few miles ofbad

road, we passed by lots of

droppings, and every time

we did, a heavy cloud of

butterflies greeted us. I

thought of them years later

when I was covered in sweat

during a cabin-building

spree, and a couple ofwood
nymphs kept landing on my
nose for a drink. Phil

Schappert's "Butterfly

Bufrbt" (7/01-8/01) made

me wonder how I measured

up as a meal. Was I tasty, or

just a poor substitute for

coyote waste?

Daniel Ryskamp

Kalamazoo, Michigan

In Texas for a period of

time, whenever my brother

would go out into his yard,

a butterfly woidd repeatedly

zoom at his head. The

purpose of this strange

activity later became clear to

me. I had parked in my
damp, unpaved driveway in

Connecticut, and when I

got out, a butterfly gave me
the same treatment.

Suspecting what was

wanted, I moved the car.

The insect landed on the

mud where the vehicle had

been and began to sip.

Fowler E Wliite

via e-mail

Natural History s e-mail

address is nhmag@amnli.org.
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THE GENOMIC REVOLUTION

Will your grandchildren's generation live to be 1 50? Now

that the human genome has been mapped, the human life

span could possibly extend that far. While to many that's

appealing, it could create an altogether different kind of

American
Museums
Natural.
History'

NOW THROUGH JANUARY 1,2002

crisis. Where will they all live? How will they feed everyone?

How much will they need in their 401 (k) to retire? "Rie

Genomic Revolution is raising a number of profound issues.

Come get the information you'll need to deal with them.

www.amnh.org
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THE EVOLUTIONARY FRONT

Tuning In
At the genetic level, the signs of natural

selection are surprisingly subtle.

By Carl Zimmer

More knowledge doesn't nec-

essarily translate into less

confusion. In 1953, when

James Watson and Francis Crick dis-

covered the double-heUx structure of

DNA, biologists were poised for all the

pieces of evolutionary theory to fall

quickly into place. Darwin had shown

how natural selection could transform

anatomy and patterns of behavior, and

now scientists looked forward to de-

tecting the fingerprints ofnatural selec-

tion at the molecular level. But it

turned out that natural selection was

not the only force that could signifi-

cantly alter DNA, and no one knew

how to identify the source of any given

change. It has taken decades to figure

out a way.

This predicament took many biolo-

gists by surprise, because once the

structure ofDNA was understood, they

thought they had a good handle on

how natural selection works. Re-

searchers determined that a gene con-

sists of a stretch of DNA—a sequence

of molecules called nucleotides that

serves as a blueprint for the synthesis of

a protein. If the nucleotide sequence

somehow mutates, it may produce a

different protein. The new protein may

turn out to be so defective that the indi-

viduals who inherit the mutation die or

become infertile; either way, such

harmflil mutations may end up being

almost completely weeded out of a spe-

cies. But some mutations may give their

owners a reproductive edge, and before

long those mutations _wiU become
widespread—even universal—in a spe-

cies. In the course

of thousands and

miUions of years,

a series of such

beneficial changes

could thus rework

the genome of

a species.

By the 1960s,

however, research-

ers had realized

that this was far

from the whole

story of evolution.

Richard Lewon-

tin, of Harvard

University, and his colleagues collected

firuit fly proteins and taUied the many

variant forms of each. (The technology

for sequencing the actual nucleotides

was stni two decades away.) They stud-

ied a selection of proteins in a single

population of flies and found that fuUy

30 percent of the molecules existed in

more than one form. If natural selec-

tion was weeding out mutations, then

it was an awfully careless gardener.

Lewontin's research, and similar re-

sults from other scientists, led the

Japanese biologist Motoo Kimura to

launch a full-blown assault on the stan-

dard picture ofhow nucleotides evolve.

Yes, he argued, some mutations were

harmful and some were advantageous.

But between those two extremes was a

huge range ofmutations that had no ef-

fect at all. Over the generations, these

neutral mutations, as they came to be

known, might become more common
solely as a result of random fluctuations

(a process called neutral evolution).

Kimura predicted that most variation

in DNA would turn out to be pro-

duced by neutral evolution and not by

natural selection.

The irony was inescapable: scientists

finally had a chance to tune in to evo-

lution on its most basic level, but the

signal of natural selection seemed to be

swamped by the static of neutral evolu-

tion. If your radio can't pick up a clear

signal, however, maybe what you need

to do is build a better radio. And biolo-

gists set out to do just that. By the

1970s, researchers had realized that

there was a way—at least in theory—to

isolate the signal of natural selection,

thanks to the way cells build proteins.

A cell makes a copy of a gene's se-

quence and then ships this code out to a

protein-building factory called a ribo-

some. There the genetic code acts as a

guide for building a protein out of a set

of molecules called amino acids. But a
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gene's nucleotides don't correspond to

the sequence of amino acids in the

protein in a one-to-one fashion. Be-

fore adding an amino acid to the end

of a protein under construction, ribo-

somes have to read three nucleotides in

a row. And in many cases, different

trios of nucleotides can direct a ribo-

some to add the same amino acid. For

example, if the nucleotide guanine ap-

pears three times in a row, a ribosome

adds the amino acid glycine to the pro-

tein it is building. But it will add

glycine even if the genetic

sequence reads "guanine-

guanine-thymine."

So imagine that a gene

whose sequence includes

three guanines mutates,

with the third guanine

turning into thymine.

Even though the gene has changed, it

stiU calls for the same old glycine. The

new protein wiH not just be similar to

the old one; it will be identical. Geneti-

cists call these kinds of mutations "silent

substitutions," as opposed to "replace-

ment substitutions," which actually

change the structure of a protein.

A comparison of the numbers of

silent and replacement substitutions ac-

quired by a gene should reveal whether

it has experienced natural selection.

Genes mutate randomly—both at sites

where silent mutations occur and at re-

placement sites. If they are evolving

neutrally, both kinds of mutations are

equally likely to become universal. In

other words, if 1 percent of the silent

sites change in a million years, so wiU 1

percent of the replacement sites. But

natural selection favors certain replace-

ment mutations and makes them spread

faster than neutral evolution can. Muta-

tions that change a protein to some su-

perior version will accumulate more

quickly than will silent substitutions. If

say, 1 percent ofthe silent sites in a gene

change in 10 million years, natural se-

lection might in fact change 5 percent

of the replacement sites.

In theory, then, it should be simple

to check a gene for natural selection.

All you'd have to do is tally the frac-

tion of replacement sites that have

mutated and compare that with the

fraction of silent sites. If the ratio is

one to one, the gene has evolved neu-

trally. If the ratio is higher, natural se-

lection has been at work. And the

higher the ratio, the more intense the

natural selection.

While simple in concept, this evolu-

tionary "radio" was actually stagger-

ingly hard to buHd. For one thing, re-

Yes, some mutations are harmful and

some are advantageous. But between
these two extremes is a huge range of

mutations that have no effect at all.

searchers can't go back millions ofyears

to read a gene's ancestral sequence, nor

can they know the precise history of

mutations that led up to its current

form. But biologists can make some in-

ferences by comparing the genes of

closely related animals. Imagine, for

example, that a certain gene for red

blood cells is identical in every ape but

that the human version of the gene dif-

fers at the 123rd position. It would be a

safe bet that the human gene started off

Uke the others and later mutated at po-

sition 123. But the evidence from real

genes is rarely so clean, and thus some

uncertainty inevitably creeps in.

Making matters fuzzier, until only a

few years ago biologists had relatively

few genetic sequences available to ana-

lyze. Like a poHtical poll of your four

best friends, studies of these genes were

usually not statistically significant. An-

other problem was that the models of

evolution used by biologists for detect-

ing natural selection assumed that mu-

tations were random, which is not en-

tirely true. For example, the chemical

nature of DNA makes certain nu-

cleotides more likely to mutate into

certain other ones. With so much un-

certainty in their methods, biologists

attempting to tune in to natural selec-

tion couldn't be sure they weren't get-

ting a false signal.

Not until the mid-1990s were re-

searchers able to sidestep these uncer-

tainties. By then, genetic data banks

had begun to swell with sequences, and

computers were becoming outra-

geously fast. Taking advantage of both

trends, researchers began analyzing

DNA using powerful statistical equa-

tions. One of the most widely used

methods is called maximum likelihood.

Although there's some

head-spinning math be-

hind the procedure, it ba-

sically works this way:

First, pick a group of re-

lated species you want to

study. Then compare var-

ious chunks of their DNA
to determine their relationships and

build their evolutionary tree. Now
choose a gene whose history you want

to track along the branches of the tree.

Ziheng Yang, of University College

London, and his colleagues have led the

way in this approach. They program

computers to look at every possible se-

ries ofmutations that could have yielded

the existing variants of a gene from a

common ancestor. By sorting through

the billions of possible scenarios and cal-

culating the effects of different degrees

of natural selection, the computer finds

the level of natural selection that offers

the maximum likelihood of having pro-

duced the actual gene sequences.

Other researchers are using meth-

ods such as Yang's to analyze hundreds

of genes from numerous species, in-

cluding humans. Many of these genes

indeed turn out to be evolving neu-

trally, just as Kimura predicted they

would. But some glow with natural se-

lection's fire. The genes for some of the

immune-system proteins that recognize

invading pathogens have been adapting

particularly quickly. Known as the

major histocompatibility complex

(MHC), these proteins are found

within each cell, and theirjob is to lock I



on to fragnu'tits of viruses and otlicr

p.iiasites within the cell and bring them

to the cell's surfiice. Special inmume-

system cells passing by can recognize

tlie tragnients so displayed and force the

infected cell to self-destruct. It turns

out that some genes that build MHC
proteins have acc^uired four times more

replacement mutations than silent ones.

Scientists can tune in even more

precisely to natural selection—deter-

nuning not just whether a gene has

been affected by it but which of its in-

duidual nucleotides has. Using the

maximum likelihood method, tor in-

stance, Yiuig examines each site in a

gene and tries to predict its nucleotide

on the basis of the rest of the gene's se-

quence as well as the sequence of the

gene in related species. The computer

makes a series of predictions based on

different assumptions about the level ot

natural selection acting on the site and

then picks the level that works best.

Apparently, only a few nucleotides

in MHC genes have been strongly at-

t'ected by natural selection. If you look

at their positions, they seem to be scat-

tered randomly here and there within

the gene. But the hidden order be-

comes apparent once you take account

of the actual shape of MHC proteins.

All the amino acids altered by natural

selection are found at a cleft in the pro-

teins—the place where they actually

make contact with the pathogens.

Researchers had anticipated exactly

these results, basing their prediction on

the struggle between hosts and parasites.

It a pathogen evolves a new structure,

an old MHC protein may be less ca-

pable of grabbing onto it, making it

harder for the host to fight off the dis-

ease. As a result, natural selection should

tavor animals with new MHC proteins

that offer a better grip. Not surprisingly,

researchers have also found signs of in-

tense natural selection in the genes that

construct the surface proteins of bacte-

ria and viruses. The changes in their

structure enable the pathogens to evade

recognition by the immune system.
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Through studying these hot spots of

adaptation in disease genes, scientists

may be able to make new vaccines to

keep up with their evolution.

When scientists began to tune in to

natural selection, they also expected to

hear a loud signal coming from the

genes involved in sex. Biologists knew

from studies on a wide range ot animals

that males compete with other males to

fertihze eggs and that females choose

potential mates based on the males' ap-

pearance and, perhaps, even on their

sperm. Last year Gerald Wyckoff, Wen
Wang, and Chung-I Wu, of the Uni-

versity of Chicago, discovered that a

few genes that help build sperm in hu-

mans were undergoing rapid selection.

And last February, Willie Swanson and

his colleagues at Cornell University

teamed up with Ziheng Yang; together

they detected equally strong selection at

work on genes that build the proteins

on the surface of human egg cells. As

was the case with the MHC, they found

that natural selection was at work on

only a few nucleotides—specifically, the

ones that build part of the protein that

makes contact with the head of a fertil-

izing sperm.

These biologists have

only pointed to the re-

gions where natural se-

lection is taking place;

they don't yet know ex-

actly what adaptive pres-

sures are driving it. One
possibility is that receptors on the eggs

enable them to choose certain sperm

for fertilization. As male genes for the

surface of sperm adapt to these recep-

tors, the female genes for eggs evolve

into new forms.

When we think of what changes in

our ancestors gave rise to Homo sapiens,

the genetics of fertihzation and head

colds may not pop to the top of the list.

The only reason that genes involved in

sex and sickness were the first to reveal

evidence of natural selection is simply

that biologists turned to them first. Re-
searchers are now looking for evidence

of natural selection in other kinds of

genes. One of the most surprising re-

sults of this search came in August 2000

from Gavin Huttley, a geneticist at Aus-

tralian National University. Huttley has

discovered that a gene called BRCAl
has experienced strong natural selection

over the past few million years.

BRCAl has been in the news in re-

cent years because it sometimes mu-
tates into a form that has been hnked to

several types of cancer, such as breast

and prostate cancers. Normally, the

gene plays vital roles in the develop-

ment of embryos and the repair of

damaged DNA. Huttley compared the

BRCAi gene in humans with those in

other apes and discovered that it expe-

rienced intense natural selection in our

ancestors. It's possible, he concludes,

that the cancers BRCAl can cause

when it mutates are a price we pay for

having become human.

Other genes may have evolved in

important ways, too, but natural selec-

tion may have affected only a few key

mutations, making them hard to de-

tect. Wyckoff, Wu, and their Univer-

sity of Chicago colleague Justin Fay

In humans, the BRCA 1 gene can

mutate into a form linked to cancer.

This risk may be a price we pay for

having evolved separately from the apes

predict that many such genes will be

discovered. In the July 2001 issue of

Genetics, they reported on a survey they

had made of several hundred genes se-

quenced during the Human Genome
Project. Rather than analyzing individ-

ual genes, they pooled all of them to-

gether and compared them with the

same sequences in other primates. By

analyzing so much data at once, they

hoped to pick up faint signals of natural

selection that they might otherwise

have missed in any single gene. The

scientists were not disappointed. In the

30 million years since our ancestors

split from those of the Old World

monkeys, more than a third of the

changes in our amino acids have been

the result of natural selection. Wyckoff,

Wu, and Fay calculate that, on average,

one of these adaptive changes hap-

pened every eighty years or so.

Natural selection is widespread in

the human genome; now biologists just

have to figure out exactly which genes

have experienced it. Not surprisingly,

researchers such as Wyckoff and his

coworkers (notably graduate student

Steve Dorns, who works at the labora-

tory of Bruce Lahn, of the University

of Chicago and Howard Hughes Med-

ical Institute) are examining the genes

that help build and operate the human

brain. After all, the human brain is in

some ways very different from those of

apes. The most obvious difference is

size: relative to body weight, a human

brain is twice as big as a chimp brain.

The initial results are telhng—but

not what you might expect. In the few

brain-related genes that scientists have

closely studied in primates, silent sub-

stitutions far outnumber replacement

substitutions. This sort of ratio is the

sign of a third kind of evo-

lution, known as purifying

selection. Some particu-

larly intricate parts of the

body cannot tolerate even a

little tinkering with their

structure, so any change to

the proteins involved gets

ruthlessly weeded out. The primate

brain may be one such dehcately con-

structed organ.

Ancestral humans somehow over-

came this resistance to change and ac-

quired a few precious mutations that

made them (and us) particularly clever.

But finding a way to detect those cru-

cial changes may prove to be one ofour

greatest mental challenges.

Science writer Carl Zimmer is the author of

Evolution: The Triumph of an Idea

(HarperCollins, 2001). His book Parasite

Rex has just been pubUslied in paperback.
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PrtcklV pear at Little Harbor

A
dense fog hung over the Gulf of

Santa Catahna as my wife,

- Beverly, and I boarded a high-

speed boat at Dana Point, not far from

the famous Mission San Juan

Capistrano, southeast of Los Angeles.

It took just an hour and a half to cross

the thirty-five miles that separated the

mainland from our destination, Santa

Catahna Island. Covering seventy-six

square miles, Santa Catahna is one of

southern CaUfornia's eight Channel

Islands. Five others—San Miguel,

Santa Rosa, Santa Cruz, Anacapa, and

Santa Barbara—constitute Channel

Islands National Park. The remaining

two are San Nicolas and San

Clemente.

The Channel Islands (often called

the Santa Barbara Islands) began

emerging above sea level about 5

million years ago as volcanic, igneous,

sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks

were uphfted by tectonic forces

associated with the San Andreas Fault.

Some, including Santa Catahna, were

also overlain by lava flows. During the

last glaciation, when sea levels were

roughly 400 feet lower, a few of the

islands were connected to each other,

but all of them have always been

isolated from the mainland. As a result,

each hosts a variety of endemic plants

and animals—that is, species or

subspecies found only there.

Santa Catahna is twenty-two miles

long and ranges in width from half a

mile, at an isthmus, to eight miles. It is

essentially a mountain ridge, the

highest point being 2,097-foot Mount

Orizaba. Along the coast, precipitous

cliffs up to 1 ,400 feet high are

interspersed with coves and bays

leading into deep, V-shaped canyons.

Most of the beaches in the coves are



g covered with cobblestones,

£ while a few are sanely.

Suinniers are warm and

ilrv: most ot the annual

raintall ot tweUe or more

inches tails dm ing the

winter. Althoiii;h the

Santa Ana winds that blow

troni the mainland in

winter are often \'iolent,

temperatures remain mild.

The original

vegetation ot Santa

Catalina Island has been

altered by hnman activit)',

particularly through the

introduction, more than a

century ago. of sheep,

goats, and catde, followed

by mule deer, wild pigs,

and bison. After years of

intense grazing, existing

chaparral and coastal

scrub communities were

largely replaced by

nonnati\'e grasses. During

the last half of the

twentieth century,

however, efforts were

made to control feral

goats and pigs and to

remove some of the catde

and bison (only a smaU

herd ot bison now
remains as a tourist

attraction). Today, 88

percent of the island is

owned by the Santa Catalina Island

Conservancy, which was formed in

1972, and the original vegetation is

gradually being renewed.

The habitats include oak

woocUand. riparian woodland,

chaparral, coastal scrub, bluff faces,

maritime desert scrub, grasslands, and

marshy areas and ponds. About 640

plant species have been recorded on

Santa Catalina, nearly two-thirds of

them narive. Most of the native plants

can also be tbund in the Santa Monica

Mountains on the mainland, but

several are restricted to the Channel

Islands or just to Santa Catalina. Some
ot the rarest plants live on steep rocky

cliffs that have been inaccessible to the

island's feral goats.

A California quail and a Bewick's

wren are among four bird subspecies

found only on Santa Catalina. Native

mammals include five endemic

subspecies, the largest of which is a

C'hannel Island fox. There are also

HABITATS

various endemic invertebrates,

including two snails, several butterflies

and moths, a few beetles, a cricket,

and a walking stick.

Robert H. Mohleiibrock, professor emeritus

ofplant biology at Southern Illinois

University, Carbondak, explores the

biological and geological highlights of U.S.

nationalforests and other parklands.

Oak woodland develops best in moist,

protected canyons and valleys with

deep alluvial soils. Island oak, canyon

oak, and scrub oak are conmaon, along

with Catalina cherrv; elderberry, and

summer hoUy (actually a member of

the heath family). The rare Catalina

ironwood is found in Toyon Canyon

and in a few other canyons.

Wildflowers include miner's lettuce,

lacepod, a buttercup, and the showy

fiesta flower (a member of the same

tamily as waterleaf). Among the terns

are California polypody, maidenhair

tern, and golden-hack fern.

Riparian woodland, with black

Cottonwood and Fremont cottonwood

as the major trees, grows along the

streams of canyon floors.

Red willow, arroyo

willow, elderberrv', and

McDonald oak are

present in the tree and

shrub layers. Low-

growing shrubs include

wUd rose, Calitbrma

blackberry, and

snowberrs'. Wild

honeysuckle, wUd grape,

redroot (a t^'pe of \N'ild

cucumber), and coral

\'ine climb over the

\-egetation. Purple vervain is one of

the few colorful \\"ildflowers.

Chaparral is tbund on north- and east-

tacing slopes on the side of the island

facins; the mainland and .ilso m arrovos

(dn,' gullies that carry water after a

rain) on the Pacific slopes. One of the

best of these sparsely vegetated,

shrubby habitats is found on the

western slopes of Blackjack

Mountain. Among the shrubby species

are a tree poppy, three kinds of sumacs

(lemonade, laurel sumac, and sugar

sumac), chamise. island buckthorn,

mountain mahogany, Christmas berry

(toyon), pitcher sage, wild apple

(w^hich is not an apple, despite the

similar appearance ot the fi"uit), and

Santa Catahna and \\ hite lilacs (not

really Ulacs but relatives of the New
Jersey tea of the eastern United States).

An uncommon endemic on the slopes

of Blackjack Mountain is Greene's

rockrose. Of the few wildflowers.

figwort and everlasting appear to be

the most coimnon.

Coastal scrub appears on some ot the

canyon slopes where the soil is

extremeh" thin and rock^. A siood
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place to observe this open habitat is

above the beach at Little Harbor, on

the island's west side. CaHfornia

sagebrush dominates, although prickly

pear, lemonade, laurel sumac,

deerbrush, white sage, and black sage

are common. St.-Catherine's-lace

has huge clusters of white

flowers on a stem that may

reach twelve feet tall. A
species of tree mallow attains

a similar height.

Bluff face plants include the

fleshy-steimned sea dahlia;

alabaster plant, a species with

fleshy leaves; dusty-miUer,

with its gray leaves and stems;

bush snapdragon; sticky

monkey-flower; and snake s-

head, a tall perennial in the

aster family. Two species

of live-forever (a succulent)

grow from crevices in the

steep cliffs.

Maritime desert scrub is the

most arid of the island's .

habitats. It occurs on

o«—— 20
miles

headlands, such as the southwestern

side of Indian Head Point, that are

exposed to prevaihng westerly winds

blowing in from the Pacific. Velvet

cactus, prickly pear, Bergerocactm emoryi,

and choUa are widespread, often joined

by box thorn, a prickly shrub in the

nightshade family Other common
plants are brittlebush, Cahfornia

sagebrush, several wildflowers in the

aster fanuly, and a wild four-o'clock.

Grassland areas have begun to see the

return of some native species,

including feather love grass and two

kinds of needlegrass. In early spring.

Channel Islands
-^ Santa Barbara ^

Catalin^^^

San Nicolas

Gulf of

Santa Catalina^

San Clemente

San Diego

the grasslands are often covered with

the shiny yellow heads of goldfields.

Other wUdflowers interspersed among

the grasses are tidy tips, red maids,

Indian paintbrush, owl's clover,

shooting-star, larkspur, golden star,

mariposa Hly, and johnny-jump-up.

Freshwater marsh and aquatic plants

can be seen throughout the year in

Cottonwood Canyon and Bulrush

Canyon. Among them are scouring

rushes, brass-buttons, yerba mansa,

watercress, camphorweed, two

kinds of cattails, and a variety of sedges

and rushes.
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FOWL CALLS Most of us think we're famil-

iar with the sounds of the domestic chicken.

Callus gallus domesticus, but not all fowl calls

are created equal. One distinctive sound, ut-

tered by females only after egg laying and pre-

dictably named the postoviposition cackle, has

long been something of a mystery to scientists.

Since the loud cackle can alert potential

predators to a freshly laid egg, evolutionary bi-

ologists assume that the call must have a ben-

efit outweighing the risk. Some have suggested

that hens cackle to announce to roosters their

renewed receptivity to mating.

Biologists Tommaso Pizzari and Tim Birk-

head, of the University of Sheffield in England,

tested this hypothesis in a free-range popula-

tion of G.g. domesticus that was fully habitu-

ated to humans. Besides observing the chick-

ens' cackling-related behavior, the researchers

exposed the roosters to tape recordings that

alternated hens' postoviposition cackles with

"contentment" calls.

Contrary to expectation, cackling was ob-

served after only about 15 percent of egg lay-

ing episodes, and just one-third of the hens

ever burst into cackles after laying. Moreover,

females that cackled were no more likely to

mate than were those that did not. During the

tape-playing experiments, most males ignored

both calls; the few that paid attention to the

recordings were equally interested in both

types of calls.

Pizzari and Birkhead concluded that cack-

ling after egg laying does not signal female re-

ceptivity. Indeed, they suggest, exactly the op-

posite may be occurring: females may be

signaling their lack of receptivity in order to

avoid male harassment, which sometimes re-

sults in lethal injuries to the hens. An alterna-

tive explanation leaves males out of the equa-

tion altogether: females may cackle to commu-

nicate with one another, perhaps to synchronize

egg laying. ("For Whom Does the Hen Cackle?

The Function of Postoviposition Cackling," Ani-

mal Behaviour 61, ZQQ\)—Kirsten L Weir

EAGLES vs. TRAINS Thanks to cleaner air

and water, ample food supplies, reclaimed habi-

tats, and release/monitoring programs, the U.S.

bald eagle population has soared since the bird

was listed as a national endangered species a

quarter century ago. In New York State alone—

where an aggressive restoration program oper-

ates—the number of fledged young rose from

fifteen in 1990 to seventy-one in 2000.

Many of the birds, which feed mainly on

fish, winter or nest in the lower Hudson River

valley. But this habitat has its perils, including

passenger trains traveling at up to 125 miles

an hour on the New York City-Montreal line.

The high-speed trains make little noise and

move faster than anything an eagle would en-

counter in its natural environment.

Ward B. Stone, of the New York State De-

partment of Environmental Conservation, and

colleagues examined ten eagles struck and

killed by high-speed trains between 1986 and

2000. Most of these collisions occurred on the

rail line between New York City and Albany,

and nine of the ten eagles killed were imma-

tures. Less wary and agile than adults, young

eagles are more likely to scavenge and thus to

be attracted to the ample supply of dead ani-

mals on the tracks.

Some observers have suggested that car-

rion on train tracks actually aids overall eagle

survival by providing fledglings with a ready

food supply. But Stone and colleagues con-

clude that, with several new nesting territories

nearby, the trains' net effect on the eagle pop-

ulation "is most likely to be decidedly nega-

tive." ("Bald Eagles Killed by Trains in New

York State," Short Communications 35:1,

2001)—Heather Van Doren

WASP BITES WASP Many types of colo-

nial insects share information via body con-

tact. One of the more mysterious forms of such

contact is known as social biting, and species

that engage in the practice don't necessarily

restrict themselves to dainty nibbles. Polybia

occidentalis wasps, for example, go at a nest

mate's body with degrees of intensity that

range from mildly chewing to mauling the vic-

tim and lifting it right into the air.

But exactly what message does such

chomping send? To find out, Sean O'Donnell, of

the University of Washington, Seattle, studied

female P. occidentalis workers at a field site in

Costa Rica. He first investigated whether sex-

ual competition was involved; other studies

have shown that female workers in some spe-

cies, possibly responding to chemical cues, po-

lice one another's reproductive status by at-

tacking those females with well-developed

ovaries. (Evolutionary theory suggests that the

group's best interests are served if the queen is

the sole breeder.)

The researcher observed marked females to

determine how often and how badly they bit or

were bitten. He compared these stats with

their size, their degree of ovary development,

and the frequency of their departures for the

foraging field.

O'Donnell found that female workers' bit-

ing behavior was not related to body size or

degree of ovary development, so reproductive

competition couldn't explain it. Foragers (usu-

ally the older wasps) were bitten more often

than the younger wasps designated to work only

in or on the nest. And bitten foragers were more

likely to leave the nest immediately in search of

food and supplies. O'Donnell concluded that bit-

ing encourages wasps to do their jobs, but the

factors that determine a worker's social stand-

ing—that is, whether it is more likely to be the

biter or the bitten—remain a mystery. ("Worker

Biting Interactions and Task Performance in a

Swarm-Founding Eusocial Wasp," Behavioral

Ecology 12, 2001)—Kirsten L. Weir
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U on"t you hate it?

The prospect of walking into a room that's

packed with strangers, approaching some-

one you've never met and striking up a con-

versation.

It's natural to feel uncomfortable. Are you

making a positive first impression? Are you

saying the right things?

Well, don't be discouraged. You're not

alone. Many top executives, politicians and

celebrities dread these situations.

Master any encounter.

These high-profile people are among my
clients. Despite their wealth and fame, they

often confess that meeting and talking with

strangers makes them uneasy 1 turn them

into polished, expert conversationalists.

Never underestimate the value of conver-

sational skills! In a recent study, Stanford

University MBA graduates were surveyed.

What factor predicted success? Not grades.

Instead, the most successful individuals

were those who were comfortable and confi-

dent talking with anybody!

When I teach people these abilities, they

experience dramatic, positive changes in

their lives and careers. Now I've put all of

my techniques into an exciting new audio-

cassette program, Conversation

Confidence'"'.

Reap the rewards.

Have you ever said to yourself, "I wish 1 had

spoken up"? Or, "If only 1 had introduced

myself? Or, "Did I say the wrong thing"?

Conversation Confidence is the answer. Just

by listening, you'll master the proven interper-

sonal skills you need to deal with every individ-

ual, every group, every occasion.
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Lowndes is a best-selling author/speaker who is available for

consulting or speaking at your association or corporate con-

ventions and sales meetings.
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"You'll not only break the ice,

you'll melt it away with your new
conversation skills."- Larry King

The result? New doors will open to you.

You won't hesitate to accept an invitation, to

approach someone important, to seize an

opportunity. You'll never again feel like an

outsider. Success will naturally flow your

way—and with less effort than you ever

imagined possible.

Winning strategies.

Here's just a sampling of the secrets you'll

discover in Conversation Confidence:

/The two most powerful "instant rapport"

techniques. Use them and you'll always

make a terrific first impression.

/How champion socializers and big winners

"work" a room.

/Tlie four rules of effective "small talk'^—and

the one huge error many people commit.

/How to converse intelligently on any subject

—

even if you know little or nothing about it!

/Magic phrases that never fail to win a

new acquaintance's trust and goodwill.

/How to handle difficult people. Ingenious

ways to turn even the fiercest tigers into

pussycats.

/Is she (or he) romantically attracted to

you? How to know for sure.

/Someone mentions something you have in com-

mon. Wait! Don 't reveal it right away Here's why

/Are you hearing the truth—or a lie?

Watch for these critical tip-offs.

/Phone power! How to get through to

"unreachable" people.

/Ten often-heard expressions—that you

should never say.

/Get what you want! Shrewd tactics to negoti-

ate, persuade, sell. A powerful six-step formu-

la to win others over.

/And much more!

NO-RISK trial offer,
plus a great FREE BONUS.
Test this terrific program for only $29.95. Put it

to work—and watch what happens. 1 guarantee
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winner on every occasion, or it costs you nothing!

You'll receive the two Introductory tapes

of the program to audition for 30 days.

Listen to them as many times as you wish.

Then, decide if you want the complete pro-

gram. You may keep the Introductory tapes,

or return them for a prompt, full, no-hassles

refund of the purchase price. Fair enough?

You'll also receive a FREE BONUS:

the Memory Advantage two-hour course.

This two-tape program will give you the abil-

ity to remember names and faces like never

before. It's the perfect companion to

Conversation Confidence and it's yours h-ee

Even if you return Conversation Confidence

and claim your refund, the bonus is yours to

keep!

Now you can possess the self-assurance

and skills to meet and talk with anyone, any-

where, any time. You'll never miss another

chance to make a promising new business

contact or friend, to win his or her trust, to

achieve your goals.

Unleash the power of Conversation

Confidence and start to create a real differ-

ence in your life. Order today!
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IN THE FIELD

Bi
adwater Basin, Death Valley,

California. Squinting across the

shimmering expanse of pure

white salt, I was unprepared for what I

saw. Etched into the surface of that

mirror-flat basin was a netlike pattern

of polygons bearing a remarkable

resemblance to the ones I'd just seen in

the frost-shaped landscape of

northwestern Alaska. For a moment I

imagined that the gHttering white was

snow and that the raised ridges

defining the large polygons were ice

wedges growing in cracked, frozen

earth. I Ufted my hat and wiped my
brow, recalling stories of cruel delusion

suffered by pioneers crossing the

Mojave Desert in the searing heat. But

the scene before me was no mirage.

That two such disparate

environments, at opposite ends of the

cHmatic spectrum, should produce

similar features surprised me at first.

Yet patterned ground resembUng that

of northern polar regions can be seen

in deserts as far afield as Egypt, Iran,

China, Mongolia, and Peru. In the

United States, such features show up

sporadically in arid lands from New
Mexico to Idaho. Nor is the

resemblance superficial, for in both

hot and cold climates the patterning

results from the same fundamental

process—the repeated expansion and

contraction of the ground, often

accompanied by the shifting and

sorting of rocks. In the Arctic, extreme

cold and freezing water are the

principal agents, cracking the frozen

earth beneath the surface and

constantly churning, Ufting, and

voving the soil. In deserts, extreme

Salt ofthe Earth
Tiny mineral crystals can have

huge effects on arid landscapes.

heat and the crystallization of salts

dissolved by percolating rainwater

accomplish the same task.

Many streams in the world's arid

and semiarid regions run only

intermittently and empty into broad,

undrained basins known as playas,

where they deposit their sediment and

dissolved minerals. As the water

evaporates, a thick crust of salt crystals

builds up on the surface. But salt

formation is not Hmited to floodwater

basins. Wherever salts are present in

water, even in the moist soil beneath

stones, they crystallize during dry

spells. As these crystals grow, they

exert considerable force, sometimes

even raising stones on pedestals of salt.

Crystals can also form within the

minute pores of rocks exposed to

saHne water; straining against their

confines, they may eventually break

the rock apart. (I have seen evidence

of this same destructive force in old

fence posts driven into moist saline

soils. Slowly, the salty water is drawn

up through the wood, but as soon as it

reaches ground level—where the

wood is exposed to air and sunlight

—

the water evaporates and salt crystals

form, shattering the post.)

Salt crystals generate additional

stresses in fractured rock as they

undergo daily cycles of heating and

cooling. Warming by several degrees

during the day, the crystals may

expand at a faster rate than the

minerals in the rock that contains

them. Wedged into small cracks in

granite, for instance, they may

generate pressures of up to thirty

pounds per square inch. And if they

By Peter 3. Marchand

are dehydrated, they may enlarge even

more as they attract water from the

cool night air. UnHke dewdrops,

which often sit on the surface of an

object, water that attaches to salt

actually becomes part of its crystalline

structure and increases its volume.

Like wet plaster of paris hardening in

a glass jar, salt crystals that have

incorporated water can also expand to

crack their container. (Various forms

of hydrated and anhydrous calcium

sulfate, the key constituent of plaster

of paris, are common throughout the

deserts of the world.) All this activity

can move rocks the way frost does

when it shatters, heaves, and sorts the

pieces into patterns.

Like ice in the Arctic, though, salt

rarely acts alone in the formation of

patterned ground features. In a playa

such as Badwater Basin, fine silt and

clay deposited by infrequent

floodwaters also play a central role in

the process. As soil dries beneath the

salt veneer, it shrinks and cracks—like

a mud puddle after rain—creating

fissures sometimes two to three feet

deep and forming the dominant

polygonal pattern. But even as the

surface becomes parched and

hardened, groundwater—along with

its dissolved salt—continues to be

drawn upward through the fine-

grained soil by capillary action. Upon
reaching the open fissures, the water

evaporates, salt crystals build up on the

fissures' walls, and ramparts rise above

the circumscribed polygons, clearly

defining each one. In time,

accumulating salts widen and

accentuate the fissures in much the

I



s.\nic manner that slow additions of

freezing water gradually increase the

w idth of ice wedges bordering Arctic-

polygons.

As I hiked up the gently sloping

Hanks of Badwater Basin's salt pan, I

encountered still more patterns in the

ground. Low mounds of silt\' soil

pocked the stony desert pavement like

so many frost-heaved "boils"' in an

Arctic coastal plain. Despite Death

Valley's extreme dryness, pockets of

clay had swelled with moisture during

the last rainfall, bulging upward to

form these low mounds. Each time

this process repeats itself, stones on the

surface ot the mound move a little,

nudged by salt and pulled by gravity

toward the edges of the dome, where

thev eventuallv come to rest, outlinintr

Left: Accumulated salts highlight

cracks in the floor of Death Valley,

California. Similar polygonal

shapes can be seen in an aerial

view of Alaska's coastal plain

(inset).

the circles of bare soil. And like

frost boils in the Arctic, many
of these circles were marked by

rocks thrust upward, broken

into layers, and split apart—by
salt crystals rather than by

freezing water. On steeper

inclines, the stones were

displaced primarily toward the

downslope edge of the mound,

and the same process of sorting

had led to the formation of

small, stone-banked steps or

terraces. Some steps even

appeared to have crept

imperceptibly downward,

en masse, just as lobes of soil on

Arctic hillsides ooze slowly

downhill over the frozen subsciil.

This was as clever a trick of nature as I

had ever witnessed—a near-pertect

duplication of an Arctic landscape

pattern in one of the hottest places

on earth.

Pchr Mmihiiki is ii rcsdinh civloiiist

at the Catiiiiictiiit Institute, siliicitcd on the

north slope ofPike's Peak in Woodland

Park, Colorado.
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UNIVERSE

Over the Rainbo\v
The astrophysicist's pot ofgold Ues along the entire spectrum.

By Neil deGrasse Tyson

-^- mw --henever cartoonists draw

% If / biologists, chemists, or

\/\/ engineers, the characters

w w typically wear protective

white lab coats with assorted pens and

pencils poking out of the breast pock-

ets. Astrophysicists use plenty ot pens

and pencils, but we never wear lab

coats unless we are building something

to launch into space. Our primary lab-

oratory is the cosmos, and unless you

run into some bad luck and get hit by a

meteorite, you are not at risk of getting

your clothes sulhed or singed. Therein

Hes the challenge. How do you study

something that cannot possibly get

your clothes dirty? How do astrophysi-

cists manage to learn anything about

either the universe or its contents when

all the objects to be studied are Hght-

years away?

Fortunately, the light emanating

from a star reveals much more to us

than the star's position or brightness.

The light also serves as a

sensitive probe of the star's

atoms, which lead busy Hves.

Their little electrons contin-

ually absorb and emit Hght.

And if the environment is

hot enough, collisions be-

tween atoms can jar loose

some or all of their elec-

trons, scattering Ught to and

fro. Each type of atom leaves

its unique fingerprint on the

light being studied, impli-

cating the responsible chem-

ical elements or molecules.

In 1666, Isaac Newton

used a prism to disperse

white light and produce the

now familiar spectrum of

seven colors—red, orange,

yellow, green, blue, indigo,

and violet—that he himself

named. (Feel free to call

them Roy G. Biv.) Other

people had played with

prisms before. What New-
ton did next, however, had

no precedent. He passed the

emergent spectrum of colors

back through another prism

and recovered the pure

I
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white he had started with. This simple

exercise demonstrated a remarkable

property of light that has no counter-

part on the artist's palette—where these

same colors of paint, when mixed,

leave you with a sludge-colored glob.

Further, Newton tried to disperse each

of the spectrum's seven colors, but he

found them to be pure. The human eye

has no capacity to do what prisms do.

found in the spectra of many stars

—

including Capella, one of the brightest

in the nighttime sky.

By the mid-1 800s, German chem-

ists Gustav Kirchhoff and Robert Bun-

sen (of "Bunsen burner" fame) were

making a cottage industry of burning

stuff and passing the light through a

spectroscope, an optical device with a

built-in prism. They mapped the pat-

Weve it notjov science's ability to analyze light by

breaking it up into its component colors, we would know

next to nothing about the universe.

Another window to the universe lay

undiscovered before us.

A careful inspection of the Sun's

spectrum using precision optics and

techniques unavailable in Newton's day

reveals not only Roy G. Biv but also

narrow segments within the spectrum

where color is absent. These "lines"

through the light were discovered in

1802 by British physician and chemist

William Hyde WoUaston, who naively

(though sensibly) suggested that they

were naturally occurring boundaries

between the colors.

Despite their seven distinct names

and the presence of dark lines, spectral

colors change gradually from one into

the next. Soon the efforts of German

physicist and optician Joseph von

Fraunhofer produced a more com-

plete discussion and interpretation.

Fraunhofer, who devoted his career to

the quantitative analysis of spectra and

to the construction of optical devices

that generate them, is often referred to

as the father of modern spectroscopy,

but I might make the additional claim

that he was the father of astrophysics.

Between 1814 and 1817, he discov-

ered that when passed through a

prism, the light of certain flames pro-

duced patterns of lines that resembled

what he had found in the Sun's spec-

trum, which in turn resembled lines

terns made by known elements and

discovered many new ones, including

rubidium and cesium. Each element

left its own pattern of lines—its own
calling card—in the spectrum being

studied. So fertile was this enterprise

that the second most abundant element

in the universe, heHum, was discovered

in the spectrum of the Sun before it

was discovered on Earth. The element's

name reflects this history, with its prefrx

derived from helios, "the Sun."

A detailed and accurate explanation

of the role played by atoms and their

electrons in the formation of spectral

lines would not emerge until the era of

quantum mechanics, a half century

after Kirchhoff and Bunsen. But the

conceptual leap had already been

made: just as Newton's equations for

gravity connected the realm of labora-

tory physics to the solar system, Fraun-

hofer connected the realm of labora-

tory chemistry to the cosmos. He set

the stage for others to identify the

chemical elements that filled the uni-

verse and to determine the conditions

of temperature and pressure influenc-

ing their spectral patterns.

Among the more boneheaded state-

ments ever made by philosophers, arm-

chair or otherwise, we find the follow-

ing 1835 proclamation by French

logical positivist Auguste Comte:

I



On ilic .si(/)/c(7 ()/'>7i/r.\-, all

iiit'cslii^iilioiis ifliicli div iioi iiliifiidicly

reducible to siiiii'lc i'iV/m/ ohsciviiiioiis

are . . . iiecefSdrilY denied to ns. . . .

IVc shall nerer he ahle by iitiy iiiediis

to study their iheiiiiuil ioiiii>osilion.

. . . I nydid iiny notion i'oineinin[i the

true mean tenipetatine oj the wirions

stars as forei'er denied to ns.

Quotes like tliat can make you afraid to

say anything in print.

Just seven years later, in 1 842, Aus-

trian physicist Christian Doppler pro-

posed what became known as the

1 )opp]er effect, which is the change in

the tiviiuency of waves emitted by an

object ill motion. One can tiiink of a

moving object, whether a car or a star,

as stretching the waves in its "wake"

(reducing their frequency) and com-

pressing the waves in front ot it (in-

creasing their frequency). The faster

tiie object moves, the more the waves

in front ot it are compressed and the

more those behind it are stretched.

This simple relationship between wave

speed and wave frequency has pro-

found implications. If you know the

natural frequency at which light or

sound waves are einitted by an object,

but you note a different value when the

object is moving, the ditlerence be-

tween the two frequencies is a direct

indication of the objects speed toward

or away tirom you. In an 1842 paper,

Doppler made this prescient statement:

It is alniost to be accepted with

certainty that this [e§ectj will in the

not too distant fntiire offer astronomers

a welcome means to determine the

moi'ements . . . ofsuch stars which

. . . until this moment hardly

presented the hope ofsuch

measurements and determinations.

The iciea works for sound waves, for

light waves, and, in fact, for waves ot

any origin (although Doppler would

surely be surprised to learn that his dis-

covery would one day be used in mi-

crowave-based radar "guns" wielded by

police otFicers to extract money from

people who dri\e .mtomoliiles above a

speed limit set by law). By 1845,

Doppler was "conducting" e.xperi-

ments in which musicians played tunes

on flatbed railway trains while people

with pertect pitch wrote down the

changing notes they heard as the trains

approached and then receded.

During the late 18()()s, the wide-

spread use of spectroscopes, coupled

with the relatively new science of pho-

tography, enabled the field of astron-

omy to be reborn as the discipline of

astrophysics. One of the preeminent re-

search publications in my field, the As-

trophysical Journal, was founded in 1895,

and until 1962 it bore the subtide An
luternatioiial Review of Spectroscopy and

Astronomical Physics. Even today, nearly

every paper reporting observations of

the universe gives either an analysis of

spectra or is heavily influenced by spec-

troscopic data obtained by others.

Since much more light is needed to

generate the spectrum of an object than

to take its snapshot, the biggest tele-

scopes in the world, such as the twin

10-meter Keck telescopes in Hawaii,

each with nearly twenty times the

light-gathering power of the Hubble

Space Telescope, are tasked primarily

with obtaining spectra.

Were it not for science's ability' to

analyze light by breaking it up into its

component colors, we would know

next to nothing about the universe.

Astrophysics educators thus tace a ped-

agogical challenge of the highest rank.

We deduce nearly all our scientitic in-

tbrmation about the structure, torma-

tion, and evolution ot objects in the

universe by studying spectra, hut the

analysis of a spectrum is removed by

several levels of abstraction from the

thing being studied. In some cases,

analogies and metaphors can help link

complex, stimewhat abstract ideas to

simpler, more tangible ones. The biol-

ogist might describe the shape ot the

DNA molecule as two coils connected
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A Natural History of

Human Reproduction

PETER T. ELLISON

"A splendid synthesis by one of the

pioneers in the study of the evolution

of the hunnan reproductive system.
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to each other the way rungs on a lad-

der connect the ladder's sides. I can

picture a coil. I can picture two coils. I

can picture rungs on a ladder. I can

therefore picture the molecule's shape.

Each part of the description sits only

one level of abstraction removed from

bones, tools, fossils, memorabilia, and

so forth. AH these are Level speci-

mens, requiring little or no cognitive

investment from viewers before they

can process the explanation ofwhat the

item is. But astrophysicists have a prob-

lem: they cannot place cosmic speci-

Photogmphs can show us that dying high-mass stars explode.

But X-ray and visihle-Ught spectra show us that heavy

elements spewfrom these stars, enriching the galaxy.

the molecule itself. And they come to-

gether nicely to make a vivid image in

the mind. However easy or hard the

science is, one can now at least talk

about this molecule.

But to explain to an audience how
we know the speed of a receding star

requires five nested levels of abstraction:

Level 0: Star

Level 1: Picture of a star

Level 2: Light from the picture of

a star

Level 3: Spectrum from the hght

from the picture of a star

Level 4: Patterns of Hnes in the

spectrum from the Hght from

the picture of a star

Level 5: Shifts in the patterns of

Unes in the spectrum from the

Ught from the picture of a star

Going from Level to Level 1 is a

trivial step we all take every time we get

pictures back from the photo processor.

But by the time a scientist's explanation

reaches Level 5, the audience is either

befuddled or fast asleep. The public

hardly ever hears about the role ofspec-

tra in cosmic discovery because the

concept is just too far removed from the

objects themselves to be explained effi-

ciently. When creating exhibits for nat-

ural history museums, or for any mu-

seum where real things matter, what

designers typically seek are objects and

artifacts suitable for display—rocks.

mens on display because most of them

would vaporize the museum.

Most astrophysics exhibits are

therefore conceived in Level 1 , leading

principally to displays of pictures

—

some quite gorgeous. The most fa-

mous telescope in modern times is, of

course, the Hubble, known to the

pubhc primarily through the beautifiil,

full-color, high-resolution images it

has produced of objects in the uni-

verse. The problem here is that after

viewing such exhibits, you wax poetic

about the beauty of the universe yet

are no closer than before to under-

standing how it all works. To really

know the universe requires forays into

Levels 3, 4, and 5. While much good

science has come from the Hubble

telescope (including the most reliable

measure to date for the expansion rate

of the universe), you would never

know from media accounts that the

foundation of our cosmic knowledge

continues to flow primarily from the '

analysis of spectra and not from look-

ing at pretty pictures.

I want people to wax poetic not

only after exposure to Levels and 1

but up to and including exposure to

Level 5, which admittedly requires a

greater intellectual investment on the

part of the student and (perhaps espe-

cially) on the part of the educator.

For example:

It's one thing to see a beautifiil color

picture, taken in visible light, of a neb-



iil.i in our own Milky Way Clalaxy. But

It's another tiling to know from its

radio-wave spectrum tliat the nebula

also harbors newly formed stars ot very

high mass within its cloud layers. This

gas cloud is a stellar nursery, regenerat-

ing the light of the universe.

It's one thing to know that high-

mass stars e.xplode every now and

again. Photographs can show us this.

But the X-ray and visible-light spectra

of these dying stars reveal a cache ot

heavy elements that enrich the galaxy

and can be directly linked to the con-

stituent elements of life on Earth. Not

only do we live among the stars, the

stars live within us.

Its one thing to look at a poster of a

pretty spiral gala.xy far beyond our own.

But its another thing to know from

Doppler shifts in its spectral features that

this particular galaxy is rotating at 200

kilometers per second—from which,

using Newton's laws of gravity, we infer

the presence in it of 100 billion stars.

And by the way, the Doppler shifting

also tells us that the galaxy is receding at

one-tenth the speed of light.

It's one thing to look at nearby stars

that resemble the Sun in luminosity

and temperature. But it's another thing

to use hypersensitive Doppler measure-

ments of a star's motion to infer the ex-

istence of planets in orbit around them.

At press time, our catalog ot extrasolar

planets nears 100 entries.

It's one thing to observe the light

trom a quasar at the edge of the uni-

verse. But it's another thing entirely to

analyze the quasar's spectrum and de-

duce from that analysis the structure of

the invisible universe—the gas clouds

and other obstructions that lie along

the quasar's path and take a bite out of

its spectrum.

Fortunately for the magnetohydro-

dynamicists among us, atomic structure

changes slightly under the intiuence of

a magnetic field. Where can this

change be seen? In the shghtly altered

spectral patterns caused by these mag-

netically afiiicted atoms.

And armed with Einstein's relativis-

tic version ot the Doppler formula, we

deduce the expansion rate of the entire

universe from the spectra of countless

galaxies, near and tar, and thus infer the

age and fate of the cosmos.

One could make a compelling ar-

gument that astrophysicists know more

about the universe than marine biolo-

gists know about the ocean floor or

geologists know about the center of

Earth. Far from leading an existence as

powerless stargazers, we are armed to

the teeth with the tools and techniques

t)f spectroscopy, enabling us Homo sapi-

ens to stay firmly planted on Earth yet

finally to touch the stars—without

burning our lingers—and claim to

know them as never before.

Astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson is the

Frederick P. Rose Director of New York

City's Haydcn Planetarium and a visilint^

research scientist at Princeton University.
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Freshwater Riches
M of the
A yyi r^ '7r\ K) ^^ ^.^^ ^^^ reasons for

/I III La^ \Ji I a river's abundance,

a scientist goes fishing

story by John Lundberg ~ Painting by Ray Troll 7/7 deep time.



m onie to more than two thousand fresh-

water fish species, the Amazon, ichthy-

ologically speaking, is the hottest big river

on tlie planet. Some of its inhabitants are

tamiliar: cardinal tetras, discus, angel cich-

lids, and armored "piece" catfish inhabit home
aquariums; trophy-sized peacock bass and goHath

catfishes beckon sporting anglers; giant-sized tam-

baqui and pirarucu are prime food fishes for resi-

dents ot the region; and piranhas, electric eels, and

river stingrays contribute to tales of tropical danger

But any notion that science has achieved a com-

plete inventory of the Amazon's, or the world's,

fishes is utterly dispelled by ongoing discoveries. ABOUT THE

Each year since 1 960, more than 35 tropical Amer- ARTIST

ican species ot fishes, including catfishes. characins. In 1997, artist

electric fishes, killitlshes, and cichlids, have been and fish

newly described and named. During the past dec- afirionado Ray

ade the pace has quickened, with more than 50 Troll traveled

fishes coming to scientific light annually. By con- 1,000 miles of

trast, the Congo River of Afi-ica has about 700 fish the Amazon. The

species in total, and the well-studied Mississippi- river's diversity

Missouri of North America, a relatively scant 375. inspired a seven-

I had surveyed the fishes of the Orinoco Paver by-fifteen-foot

system of Venezuela and Colombia for many years painting of 120

before my first \isit to the Amazon in 1991). For an species.
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ichthyologist, the Amazon represents a pinnacle of

diversity, but I also wanted to investigate the history

and origins of the river's many fish species. Bio-

geography is the science that seeks to document

and explain patterns of diversity and regional differ-

ences in species abundance, so I delved into the an-

cient geography of South America to fmd out just

why the Amazon has so many fishes.

Two broad, global patterns of biogeography

help explain Amazon fish diversity, but they don't

tell the whole story. Size matters, and the Amazon

River basin is a large, watery place, covering more

than 2.5 million square miles, or 30 percent of the

South American continent. In terms of water vol-

ume, no other river on earth comes close to it. In

the rainy season, the Amazon discharges 3-6 mil-

Uon cubic feet ofwater per second into the Atlantic

and accounts for 20 percent of the worldwide flow

Size is at best a partial

explanation for the

Amazon's bounty.

of freshwater into the oceans. So we might expect

the vast basin, or watershed—consisting ofthe main

stem of the Amazon and its thousands of tribu-

FISH . . .

1. Black piranha, Serrasalmus rhombeus

2. Red-bellied piranha, Pygocentrus nattereri

3. Thin-nosed tube-snout knifefish,

Sternarchorhynchus oxyrhynchus

4. Stemarchogiton sp.

5. Dark-spotted armored catfish,

Pterygoplichthys sp.

6. Speckled peacock bass, Ckhla temensis

7. Freshwater dogfish, Rhaphiodon vulpinus

8. Peacock bass, Cichla ocellaris

9. Pirarara (red-tailed) catfish, Phractocephalus

hemioliopterus

10. Cardinal tetra, Paracheirodon axeirodi

11. Motoro, Potamotiygon sp.

12. Royal pleco, Panaque nigroiineatus

13. Reticulated stingray, Potamotiygon reticulatus

14. Common pleco, Hypostomus sp.

15. Duke's channel knifefish, Magosternarchus

duces

16. Tamandua tube-snout knifefish,

Orthosternarchus tamandua

17. Black piraiba catfish, Brachyplatystoma sp.

18. Tiger stingray, Potamotrygon sp.

19. Faulkner's stingray, Potamotiygon faulkneri

20. Piraiba catfish, Brachyplatystoma

filamentosum

21. Candiru catfish, Vandeltia piazaii

22. Tooth-lip knifefish, Oedemognathus exodon

23. Electric eel, Eiectrophorus electncus

J



Caries—to coiu.iiii many tisli species. Yet the

Orinoco, with a waterslieci area of less tlian half a

million NLjuare miles, boasts at least 1,(100 species,

•iikI ewii smaller rivers of the Giiianas teem with

luiiulivds of species. Size, then, is at best a partial

expl.ination tor the tish-nch Amazon.

A second ijeneral pattern, which holds true for

tropical America's birds, reptiles, amphibians,

mammals, insects, marine fishes, invertebrates, and

plants—that is, most organisms—is known as the

latitudinal diversit\- gradient. Long recognized but

never fully explained, this is the trend for life to be

more diverse in tropical, low-latitude regions. It is

a fact of geography that near the equator, the earth

receives more energy from the sun. Temperature

and day length are more seasonally stable (although

in many cases rainfall is not). Under these condi-

tions, vegetation abounds and, in turn, can support

many animals of many species, including some that

have extremely specialized lifestyles and exist only

in small populations. The Amazon is full of gastro-

nomic specialists. Hypcplilhalintis, tor example, eats

tiny zooplankton; other fish eat snails {Me^alodoms

iiniDoscopus), the scales of other fish (Catoprioti) , the

tails of other fish {Maj;ostcruarclius), chunks of flesh

and fins (piranhas), fruits and seeds (tambaqui),

wood {Panaque), or blood and gills (candiru cat-

tish). (One species of candiru catfish, which is at-

tracted to the flow of water from the gills of its

prey, has become notorious for its unfortunate ten-

dency to mistake a stream of urine for gill flow and

to enter human urethras.)

While river systems both large and small in the

northeastern two-thirds of the continent appear to

Adapted for life

in turbid waters,

the Amazon

river dolphin has

extremely small

eyes. It uses

its finely tuned

echolocation

skills to

detect prey.

exemplify the tendency of low latitudes to be spe-

cies rich, other South American rivers do not. Fish

diversity falls off precipitously in the watersheds

north and west of the Andes. These rivers and trib-

utaries are flanked by some of the richest land and

marine communities, but by South American stan-

dards, they have relatively few freshwater fishes.

For example, the Magdalena River and Lake Mara-

caibo in the northwest each host only about 150

species.

While heat, sunlight, and ample food can help

maintain tropical diversiU', they do not explain how

great diversity arose in the first place. The bounty-

of the Amazon can be accounted for only if we

consider time as well as space. Biogeographical pat-

24. Hypophthaimus fimbriatus

25. Pirarucu, Arapaima gigas

26. Tambaqui, Colossoma macroponum

27. Arowana, Osteogbssum bkirrhosum

28. Harald Schuitz's cory, Corydoras haraldschultzi

29. Hypostomus sp.

30. Polka-dot bristlenose catfish, Andstrus

iineolatus

31. Goldy pleco, Scobiancistrus aureatus

32. Elongate piranha, Serrasalmus eiongatus

33. Pirandira vampirefish, Hydrolycus

scomberoides

34. Meckel discus, Symphysodon discus

35. American lungfish, Lepidosiren paradoxa

36. Hatchetfish, Thoracocharax stetlatus

. . . AND FRIENDS

A. Squirrel monkey, Saimiri sdureus

B. Green kingfisher, Chbroceryle amehcana

C. Three-toed sloth, Bradypus tridadylus

D. Tucuxi dolphin, Sotalia fluviatilis

E. Hoatzin, Opisthocomus hoazin

F. Jaguar, Panthera onca

G. Amazon river dolphin, Inia geoffrensis

H. Surinam toad, Pipa pipa

I . Amazonian manatee, Trichechus inunguis

J. Spectacled caiman. Caiman crocodibs

K. Yellow-spotted Amazon turtle, Podocnemis

unifilis
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terns, particularly those of fishes, are rooted deep in

the past. As denizens of rivers, streams, and lakes,

the largest groups of endemic, or native, freshwater

fishes in South America are relatively confined.

Unlike many other creatures, they can neither

move through coastal saltwater nor traverse land

barriers. Where they are and how they move about

depend on changes of continental proportions that

have taken place at a geologically slow pace.

One controversial theory that seeks to explain

tropical America's biodiversity holds that chmatic

shifts starting about 2 million years ago and contin-

uing through the Pleistocene Epoch, or until about

ten thousand years ago, caused the repeated frag-

mentation and merging of tropical rainforests. Such

shifts provided multiple opportunities for birds,

butterflies, and plants to diverge and eventually be-

Wired for life

in the deep:

Orthosternarchus,

a nearly blind

electric fish, and

Magosternarchus,

an electric tail-

eating species

(long blue-gray

and red fishes at

lower right). A

nonelectric,

armored catfish

swims above a

ray (left).

Dark New World

The Amazon and its tributaries are not only vast

but also fast moving, deep, and dark. In the

clearer tributaries an observer may peer down
to a depth of several yards, but in most of this silt-

laden river system, light does not penetrate even

three feet. One of the main challenges faced by

ichthyologists hoping to discover and document

the fish species in very big South American rivers

is to devise ways to survey less accessible parts of

the channels. My colleagues and I found that from

large boats or even motorized canoes, we could

trawl depths of a few to more than 150 feet by

casting a weighted net with a wide mouth and

very fine mesh. In the process, we lost plenty of

equipment as our gear snagged on submerged

trees and rocks in water that was moving six or

more feet per second.

So far on our Amazon collecting trips, we have

netted some 240 species offish, some of them with

surpassingly strange lifestyles. Especially well

adapted to low or nonexistent light levels are several

new species of electric fishes and catfishes. Many,

such as the electric fish Orthosternarchus and the cat-

fish Bathycetopsis, are blind or have only tiny vesti-

gial eyes; some lack pigment. One transparent cat-

fish, Micromyzori, has thick bones and armor plating

but is among the tiniest of freshwater fish: an adult

specimen carrying eggs measured just one-third of

an inch long'. Electric fishes of deep waters are able

to navigate and locate prey using electric impulses.

Each species has its own distinct patterns of electric

discharges that it uses to communicate, much like

birds use song. One electric fish bears a fleshy pro-

trusion above its chin; we can only gtiess what that

feature might be used for.

Some catfishes provide abundant food for the

people hving in the Amazon River basin and are

often caught as adults in shallow water near river

banks. But they appear to spend their juvenile stage

floating and feeding near the surface of the river's

central channels. Understanding such lifestyles is

important for managing the harvest of food fish in

the Amazon.

Two of the strangest creatures in this new realm

are a pair of related electric fish species that we

named Magosternarchus raptor and M. duccis. About

ten inches long, these fishes make a living by feed-

ing on the tails of other species of electric fish. We
found this out when their stomachs proved to con-

tain nothing but fish tails. Their victims can conve-

niently regenerate the nibbled appendage, renewing

their own posteriors and the food source of the tail

eaters. (We suspect that Magosternarchus may also

dine on the tails of its own kind.) While we expect

the Amazon and other big tropical rivers around

the world to reveal more secrets in the future, some

spots in these rivers run forbiddingly deep—up to

300 feet in the Amazon near Manaus, Brazil—and

this may be deep enough to preserve some riverine

mysteries.

—

-J.
L.



come new species. But in the case of fishes, a time

frame of 2 million years is just yesterday. Long be-

fore the Pleistocene, the Amazon teemed with spe-

cies that are closely related to fishes alive today in

the river. We need, then, to consider phenomena

much older than 2 million years as we search for

clues to the diversification and biogeography of

Amazon fishes.

As early as the middle Miocene, about 15 mil-

lion years ago, the tropical American fish fauna was

For fishes, 2 million years

ago is just yesterday,

essentially like today's. It included many living

groups: stingrays, lungfish, pirarucu, piranha, go-

liath catfishes, some electric fishes, and ciclilids. A
primatologist friend and colleague once showed me
a fossil of a 1 3-million-year-old fish he had exca-

vated in Colombia. He had no idea what kind ot

fish he had found anci was struck by its particularly

large teeth. He was surprised when I was able to

identify the fossil; the specimen looked just like a

living fish I knew well, the tambaqui. Although no

longer found in the rivers of central Colombia, the

tambaqui, which feeds on seeds and fruits that tall

from trees in the seasonally flooded forests, thrives

today in the Amazon. Similarities bervveen ancient

and modern fishes crop up even further back in

time. One well-preserved fossil fish about 59 mil-

lion yeai-s old looks hke, and is indeed related to,

the Corydoms catfish popular today in the aquarium

trade. And some fossil catfishes, lungfishes, and

Left: Millions of

years ago, the

major river

systems of South

America flowed

north-south.
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characins date back to the Late Cretaceous, 70 mil-

lion years ago.

Today, 93 percent of South American freshwater

drains into the Atlantic, but this was not always the

case. The stage on which the present pattern of

rivers took shape was the continent itself The play-

ers. South America's major physical features, in-

cluded two huge slabs of stable continental crust,

known as the Guyana and Brazilian Shields; the dy-

namic Andes mountain range; and the vast lowlands

that lay bet\veen the shields and the mountains.

About 90 million years ago. South America and

Africa (both of which had earher been part of the

southern supercontinent of Gondwana) separated

from each other. As South America, which com-

prised a continental plate, moved west, it crashed

against an oceanic plate moving east. The collision

caused the land along the west coast of South

America to rise up. and the first stage ot Andean

mountain building began. During their long his-

tory, the Andes underwent several phases of upUft

and subsidence. As the mountains grew, adjacent

land to the east and north buckled, forming a
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troughlike basin running north and south. At times

the basin was filled with sediment; at wetter inter-

vals it contained large lakes, was periodically inun-

dated by shallow ocean waters, and channeled

major rivers in a north—south direction. Taken to-

gether, the formation of Andean and other land

barriers, the shifting courses of rivers, and sporadic

incursions of ocean waters would have produced

many opportunities for fish species to evolve as

some populations were isolated from others and

began to adapt to new conditions.

A toothy

pirandira

vampirefish and

smaller elongate

piranha, right.

Opposite page:

Representing the

world's biggest

freshwater food

fish, a pirarucu

swims just below

a tambaqui, as

arowanas leap at

the water's

surface.

Long before the end of the Miocene, a great

river, consisting of what are today the western

Amazon and the Orinoco, flowed north through

the lowland basin and into the Caribbean. About

10 million years ago, the rise of the eastern Andes

created the Magdalena River basin in Colombia.

Uplift continued until, by 8 million years ago, the

mouth of the north-flowing Amazon-Orinoco was

dammed. The river could no longer reach the Car-

ibbean Sea. This major event in the geographical

history of South America spHt the Orinoco and

Amazon and reoriented their course from

north-south to west—east. The Amazon began to

flow into the Atlantic, as it does today. Over time,

new rivers appeared in the north, and 3.5 million

years ago the elevation of the Isthmus of Panama

formed a bridge between the American continents.

As rivers appeared, disappeared, and changed

course, their communities of fishes went along for

the ride. The ranges of various species expanded,

merged, or were disrupted. The geological up-

heavals that divided rivers and river basins provided

opportunities for speciation when fish populations

were isolated. The results are the species that today

are found only in those systems. However, fossils

from the regions now occupied by the Magdalena

River and Lake Maracaibo show they once con-

tained fishes no longer found there but that still in-

habit the Amazon. These include lungfish, Ara-

paima, tambaqui, piranha, Hydrolycus, and goUath

and pirarara catfishes. Although the fossil record

documents such localized extinctions of living fish

groups, we have no evidence of widespread extinc-

tions and only two or three cases in the past 65 mil-

lion years in which an Amazon fish species was

completely extinguished.

The biodiversity equation is balanced by specia-

tion on one side and extinction on the other. Low
extinction rates are part of the formula for fish-

species richness in the Amazon basin and eastern

South America. But in other regions of the world,

fr-eshwater fishes also provide textbook examples of

rapid species formation. Chief among these exam-

ples are the African cichlids, which, in a geologi-

cally brief period (perhaps less than 100,000 years),

evolved into hundreds of species that now Uve in

the same body ofwater. In contrast, we have no ev-

idence for any unusually high rates of speciation

among fishes in South America. Given enough

time and low extinction rates, a normal tempo of

speciation gave rise to the Amazon's array.

Since the day I recognized my colleague's fossil

as almost identical to a modern fish, I have discov-

ered several other examples of this phenomenon,

and I am still struck by the great antiquity of many

of the living tropical American fish species. By
comparison, the history of other groups, such as

mammals, has been fast paced and marked by high

turnover. Tropical American mammal species have

immigrated, emigrated, evolved, and gone extinct

with a rapidity that makes Amazon fishes look

frozen in time. Fish Uke the tambaqui—whose fos-

sil and modern jaws and teeth reveal unmistakable

similarities—have, except in the restless edges of

their ranges, changed Httle over the past 15 million

years. As continents separated and connected, as the

Andes grew and rivers took right-angle turns, the

tambaqui persisted in its speciaHzed diet of fruits

and seeds. This fish and many modern-day finned

icons of the Amazon recount a long and enlighten-

ing chapter of the story of life on earth. D
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A very spedal group of microbes tap into the atmosphere's huge storehouse

of nitrogen and make it available to the rest of us.

By David W. Wolfe

Lightning and

some bacteria

that live in the

roots of certain

plants, such as

lupines, opposite

page, share the

rare ability to

"fix" nitrogen

gas, turning it

into a form that

plants and

animals can use.

r^ake
a deep breath. Most of what is filling your

lungs is not oxygen but nitrogen, in the form

ofNj gas. Every cubic yard of the air around us,

in fact, is about 80 percent N2. On the face of it, this

abundance would appear to be an unqualified bless-

ing, for nitrogen is an essential ingredient of Ufe—

a

key component of amino and nucleic acids, the

basic building blocks of proteins and our genes.

There is a catch, however. This immense supply

might as well be on Jupiter or Mars as far as most

living things are concerned. No animal, plant, fun-

gus, or protist has mastered the chemical art of con-

verting the abundant gaseous form of nitrogen into

a biologically useflil one. In fact, ifN2 were the only

nitrogen available, most species would quickly go

extinct—like sailors dying of thirst while adrift on a

Ufe raft at sea. Fortunately, within the dark and hid-

den realm that is the ground beneath our feet—

a

realm generally ignored by us oversized, sunlight-

and oxygen-dependent "surface chauvinists"—Hve a

handful of bacterial species that can metaboHze Nj

and thereby bring this nitrogen into the food chain.

Earth's first microbes, which emerged about 3.5

biUion years ago, had no such ability. N2 became

available to them only when it was transformed

into nitrate (NO3, nitrogen combined with oxy-

gen) during Ughtning strikes and meteor impacts.

At that time, the energy and heat generated by

these random events were the only forces in nature

capable of breaking the powerful chemical bond

that holds the two atoms ofN2 together. This sprin-

kling of nitrate from the heavens had some inherent

Adapted from Tales From the Underground: A Natural History of Subterranean Life, by David W Wolfe.

Copyright © 2001 by David W. Wolfe. Reprinted by permission of Perseus Publishing.
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Alders host

nitrogen-fixing

bacteria in the

genus Frankia,

which nourish

the trees and

help maintain

healthy nitrogen

levels in the soil.

limitations with regard to supporting life on earth,

however. For one thing, nitrate is easily washed

away by rain and often winds up in groundwater,

rivers, and ultimately the oceans before any terres-

trial organisms can make use of it. For another,

once photosynthesis evolved (perhaps 3 billion

years ago), the number of living things on earth ex-

panded rapidly, creating a demand for usable nitro-

gen that exceeded this meager supply.

Enter a unique group of bacteria that "in-

vented" a way to convert, or fix, N2 gas into am-

monia (NH3, another usable form of nitrogen, this

time in combination with hydrogen) without the

intense heat and pandemonium that come with

Ughtning bolts and meteor bombardment. When
these bacteria die and decompose, or are consumed

by other organisms, the nitrogen they managed to

incorporate into their cells becomes available to the

rest of us. Essentially all the nitrogen contained

within the proteins and genes of plants, animals,

and humans has, at one time or another, been fun-

neled through these nitrogen-fixing microbes.

A single pinch of garden soil may contain

10,000 bacterial species, but probably no more than

:-1^:f
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100 to 200 spt'tics of fa-c-liviiig nitrogen fixers

exist worldwide. Many of these are members of an

ancient group of sclf-sufl'icient organisms known as

eyaiiohacteria, which can fix both carbon (through

piiotosynthesis) and nitrogen. Cyanobacteria are vi-

tally important as "primary producers" at the base

of the food chain in the oceans. On land, the most

common and important nitrogen-fixing bacteria

are those that live svmbiotically within the roots of

[iLiiits, pro\'iding their hosts with nitrogen and re-

ceiving in return the products ot photosynthesis

(carbon-laden, energy-rich sugars).

With W percent of soil organisms not yet

named or studied, we still have much to learn about

subterranean symbioses and the nitrogen cycle. Sci-

entists frequently turn up new nitrogen-fi.xing mi-

crobes, some of which form partnerships with ani-

mals rather than plants. For example, bacteria living

in the intestinal glands of a wood-boring mollusk

known as the shipworm provide the animal with as

much as one-third ot its nitrogen. And recently, re-

searchers identified a nitrogen-fixing spirochete

bacterium that lives in the gut of termites.

All of the world's nitrogen fixers, whether free-

living or symbiotic, rely on the

same enzyme—nitrogenase—to

do the job. Nitrogenase is a giant

among enrymes, both in the literal

sense (it is a huge and complex

molecule) and in its significance i

for earths biochemistry. Those of

us who tend to fret about nature's

fragile balance find it a bit discon-

certing to learn that our planet's

entire supply of nitrogenase could

fit into a single large bucket. Lose

Below: A nodule

on the root of a

pea plant.

Bottom: Nociutes

clustered on the

root of a soybean

plant. Symbiotic

bacteria housed

within the

nodules provide

the plant with

usable nitrogen.

T
f fi

he planet's entire supply of nitrogenase—the

enzyme on which all nitrogen fixers depend—could

fit into a single large bucket.

this, and life as we know it would

come to a screeching halt.

Modern molecular techniques

have identified more than twenty

bacterial genes involved in the

manufacture and control ot nitro-

genase, while X-ray crystallogra-

phy and other techniques have re-

vealed the enzyme's structure:

long, t\visted chains of atoms, ar-

ranged hke spaghetti, or a ball of

yarn at'ter a cat has been playing

with it. Nitrogenase actually con-

sists of rwo huge proteins that

physically separate and reunite

eight times in the course of 1.2

seconds as they work to break the

bond between the two nitrogen

atoms and convert one molecule

of Ni into two molecules of am-

monia. Most chemical reactions

occur in miUionths ot a second: a

duration of 1.2 seconds is ahnost
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Legumes

—

including

soybeans, below,

acacias, lupines,

and clovers

—

open up their

roots to

nitrogen-fixing

bacteria in the

genus Rhizobium.

G

unheard-of, and it reflects how difficult nitrogen

fixation is and how much energy must be expended

to accomphsh it. Nitrogen-fixing bacteria that can

team up with plants or animals have the advantage

of using the energy-rich sugars they receive from

their hosts to help defray some ofthese manufactur-

ing costs.

Only a century ago did biologists discover that

some plant species allow nitrogen-fudng bacteria to

invade their root systems and that the nitrogen sup-

plied by this symbiosis eventually becomes available

to entire plant and animal communities. Two ob-

scure German agricultural scien-

i tists, Hermann Hellriegel and

Hermann Wilfarth, uncovered the

phenomenon in the mid-1 880s

while conducting a series of rou-

tine greenhouse experiments to

deteriTiine the fertihzer needs of

various crops. Their curiosity got

the better of them when they no-

ticed that, unlike other crops,

plants in the legume family

—

erman chemist Fritz Haber was the first human to

fix nitrogen synthetically without blowing up his

laboratory in the process.

beans, peas, alialfa, lupines, vetch—thrived even in

nitrogen-deficient soils.

In a definitive experiment, Hellriegel and Wil-

farth showed that peas grown in steain-sterilized

soil developed yellow leaves and other symptoms of

nitrogen deficiency. This proved that something liv-

ing in the soil was providing the legumes with ni-

trogen and suggested that some type of symbiosis

might be involved. A few years later, in 1888, a

young Dutch scientist named Martinus Biejerinck

isolated bacteria belonging to the genus Rhizobium

growing within the small nodules visible on the

roots oflegume plants.

We now know a great deal about how nitrogen

fixing in legumes works. Essential to the process is

the ability to screen the tens of thousands of bacte-

ria in the soil, picking out the few "good guys"

—

Rliizobiwn bacteria—that are allowed to penetrate

the roots. In the course of many millions of years,

the host plants have evolved defense mechanisms

against bacterial infection. Overriding these de-

fenses requires some complex underground chemi-

cal communication, orchestrated by genes in both

the plants and the nitrogen-fixing bacteria.

The plant takes the first step in establishing

friendly relations. When it reaches a particular stage

of development and when environmental cues are

just right, certain of the plant's genes turn on, in-

ducing the roots to produce and exude compounds

called flavonoids. The flavonoids attract rhizobial

bacteria and also activate several of their genes.

Once this chemical handshake has taken place,

the rhizobia begin to produce complex sugars and

enzymes that cause the tiny root hairs of the plant

to curl and allow the bacteria to enter. The rhizobia

then wend their way into the root until they en-

counter special host cells, in which they set up

shop. From this point on, the bacteria and the

plant—members of two separate kingdoms—share

the know-how and labor needed to construct what

is essentially a new organ: a fiiUy operational nitro-

gen-fixing root nodule. The plant does most of the

work, while the rhizobia direct matters by sending

out a sequence of chemical signals that turn various

plant genes on and off. One important step is the

creation of a semipermeable membrane around the

Fritz Haber's Reversal of Fortune

During World War I, Fritz Haber, "the man who fixed nitrogen,"

was asked to spearhead the German effort to develop chemical

weapons. Haber agreed, rationalizing that the threat of such

weapons would shorten the war and result in less suffering over-

all. Other scientists were appalled. When Haber was awarded the

Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1918 for his work on nitrogen fixa-

tion. Frenchmen who had been offered awards that year declined

them in protest, calling him "morally unfit for the honor."

Shunned and misunderstood outside Germany, Haber main-

tained an active laboratory in his beloved homeland until the

Nazis took power in the 1930s. Max Planck, a high-ranking

German physicist, reputedly tried to defend Haber and other

Jewish scientists during a conversation with Hitler. The FiJhrer

is said to have replied, "If the dismissal of Jewish scientists

means the annihilation of contemporary German science, then

we shall do without science for a few years."

Haber fled Germany in 1933. Because of his World War I ac-

tivities, however, he was unwelcome in much of Europe. Within

one year of exile, on January 29, 1934, he died in his sleep of

a heart attack in Basel, Switzerland.

—

D. W.



cicvcli)ping iiuJulc; tins iui.'iiibr.uK- will .illou the

selective exchange of ammonia, sugars, and other

nutrients between bacteria and plant. Soon the bac-

teria get down to the business of fixing nitrogen

iliat enters the nodule from air spaces in the sur-

rounding soil.

Each type of nitrogen-fixing bacterium must

also devise a mechanism for shielding nitrogenase

from oxygen, because exposure to oxygen destroys

this all-important enzyme. Rhizobia on a pea plant,

for example, signal the plant to synthesize leghemo-

globin, a large molecule that has an even higher

atYinitx' for oxygen than does the hemoglobin of

our blood. The leghemoglobin binds to any stray

o.vygen entering the nodule from air spaces and

prevents it from reacting with the nitrogenase. (Like

hemoglobin, leghemoglobin contains iron and

turns deep red when ox\'genated. In the field, sci-

endsts check for active nodules by cutting into one

or two and looking tor the characteristic pinkish to

blood-red color of the fluids inside.)

Thousantis of years ago—long before scientists

understood all these details—the value of rotating

legumes with other crops was recognized. The

Roman poet Virgil (70-19 B.C.) recommended ro-

tarion with legumes in part 1 of The Gcori^ics, his

ode to workers ot the land:

•Sow in the golden gram where previously

You raised a crop of beans that gaily shook

Within their pods, or a tiny brood of vetch.

Or the slender stems and rustling undergrowth

Of bitter lupine. . . .

Thus will the land find rest in its change of crop.

And earth left unploughed show you gratitude.

Legumes continue to be of tremendous impor-

tance in agriculture, both as high-protein foods for

animals and people and as "green manure" for the

soil. Today, seeds of legumes sold to farmers are

routinely inoculated with strains ot Rlil-

zobinni selected for maximum nitrogen-

fixing ability. Leguminous trees—includ-

ing mesquite in the Mojave Desert,

acacias in semideserts and savannas, and

several tropical hardwoods—play an im-

portant role in maintaining nitrogen lev-

els in the soils ofsome natural ecosystems.

In some forests of Scandinavia, the Pacitic

Northwest, and other temperate regions,

nitrogen-fixing bacteria in the genus

Fmnkia dominate, providing nitrogen

through their association with alder, bay- t *

berry, and other tree and shrub species.

A modern

nitrogen-

fertilizer factory

in Louisiana,

bottom, uses a

process invented

nearly a century

ago by Fritz

Haber, below.

v/
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Nitrogen runoff

from farms,

lawns, and golf

courses can

stimulate

massive blooms

of algae and turn

a pristine body

of water into a

fishless, green,

mucky mess.

Just as nitrogen fixation is energetically costly tor

the bacteria, it is also expensive for the plant. Sym-

biotic nitrogen-fixing bacteria often burn up about

20 percent of the carbohydrates produced by their

hosts. Preliminary results obtained by my research

group at Cornell University and by others suggest

some intriguing possibilities for the future. As rising

levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide (associated

with the burning of fossil fuels) stimulate photosyn-

thesis, legumes will be able to generate more carbo-

hydrates and thus support more root bacteria, per-

haps gaining thereby a competitive advantage over

other plants. This could be beneficial for legume

crops, but it would also undoubtedly alter the mix-

ture of species in natural plant communities and en-

courage the growth ot leguminous weeds (such as

kudzu in the southeastern United States and clovers

competing with cash crops or lawn grasses).

Another area of current research is focused on

the mechanisms that nature has worked out to shut

down nitrogen fixation when it is not needed. We
now know that some of the plant and bacterial

genes controlling nodule formation and nitrogenase

synthesis are turned offwhen large amounts of am-

monia are already present in the soil.

As vital a process as nitrogen frxation is, it sup-



plios only l() ti) 2(1 percent of the current annual ni-

irogen requirement for life on earth. The rest

comes from recycling nitrogen that has already been

fixed. Here, too, soil organisms play a major role.

Early on, as our planet's food chain began to

evolve, .1 huge cast of soil creatures, collectively

known as decomposers, evolved the capacity to ob-

tain their nitrogen by consuming dead microbes,

[ilants, or animals. Nitrogen is also recycled by a

group of soil bacteria that use the hydrogen atoms

iif .iinnninia as an energ\' source, converting ammo-

iu.i to nitrate in the process. Yet another group of

bacteria, known as denitrifiers, feed on the nitrate

for the oxygen it contains, rather than as a nitrogen

source. They use the oxygen atoms as a substitute

for pure ox^-gen and produce Nt gas as a waste

byproduct of respiration. Denitrification thus re-

plenishes the atmosphere with Ni and closes the

loop of the nitrogen cycle.

Unfortunately, humans are now interfering with

this cycle in a serious way. The rapid increase in the

population of our species over the past few cen-

turies has resulted in the need for a great deal ot

fixed nitrogen. To feed our crops, we initially relied

on recycled nitrogen in the form of manure, but at

the beginning of the twentieth century, scientists

warned that unless another source of nitrogen fer-

tilizer was found, food shortages were imminent.

With World War I looming, nitrogen was also in

demand for the production of trinitrotoluene

(TNT) and other explosives.

So, during the first decade of the last century,

the race was on to figure out how to do what the

subterranean nitrogen fixers had been doing for bil-

lions of years: make a usable form of nitrogen out of

Nt gas. In the early 1900s, Germany had some of

the most sophisticated chemistiy laboratories in the

world. Fritz Haber, an ambitious and gifted young

scientist working at one of these tacihties, was at-

tracted to the problem and ultimately became the

first human to fix nitrogen. Or. to be more precise,

Haber was the first to do it without blowing up his

laboratory—and with a yield of ammonia that

made the process practical for commercial produc-

tion. In 1909 he began a collaboration with an in-

dustrial engineer named Carl Bosch, and by 1910

the first nitrogen factory was up and running. The

feared nitrogen crisis had been avoided.

Today, nearly a century later, the Haber process

remains the only economically viable method tor

producing synthetic nitrogen fertihzer. Untortu-

nately, the process requires large amounts ot energ\'.

temperatures of about 930° F (50()°C), and pres- Below: Like all

sures of several hundred atmospheres (several hun- animals, grizzly

dred times the air pressure at sea level). Construct- bears get their

ing a nitrogen-fertilizer plant thus costs hundreds of nitrogen by

millions of dollars. The holy grail of today's nitro- consuming other

gen chemists is a biotechnology alternative—vats of organisms,

nitrogenase churning out cheap fertilizer—but that Bottom: Large

goal remains elusive. amounts of

Despite the expense of the Haber process, the fertilizer are

dcni.md for fertilizer is so great ill, it the .inuuiiu ot used to grow

nitrogen fi.xed industrially in this way has been dou- food for animals

bling about every six years since Haber first intro- destined for the

duced his method. More than 91) percent of the fer- slaughterhouse.

I
n most countries where incomes are rising, meat

consumption is increasing too—as is the inefficient

use of nitrogen fertilizers.
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Below: Nitrogen

enters waterways

in the manure of

pigs and other

farm animals.

Opposite page:

Planting alfalfa,

a legume, is one

way to add

nitrogen to the

soil without

applying

fertilizers.

tilizer needs in the United States are met by man-

made nitrogen fertilizer. The majority of this is

used to grow crops to feed livestock rather than hu-

mans. Nutritionists and agricultural scientists have

known for many years that meat is a much less effi-

cient way to meet our dietary nitrogen (and thus

protein) needs than is the direct consumption of

fruits, grains, and vegetables. Despite this, in most

countries where incomes are rising, meat con-

sumption is increasing too—as is the inefficient use

of nitrogen fertilizers.

Researchers estimate that at least one-third of the

human population is currendy being fed, directly or

Tf d

he demandforfertilizer is so great that the

amount of nitrogen fixed industrially has been

doubling about every six years.

indirectly, with the help ofthe Haber process. Glob-

ally, more nitrogen is frxed by humans through this

method than by all the naturally occurring microbial

frxers in the soil. Yet only about one-third to one-

half of the nitrogen we pour onto our farms, lawns,

gardens, and golf courses each year is actually taken

up by plants. Much ofthe rest, in the form of nitrate,

leaks into groundwater, estuaries, and the oceans. A
high level of nitrate in drinking water is toxic, espe-

cially to infants. Added to natural bodies ofwater, ni-

trate stimulates massive blooms of algae that clog the

waterways, reduce clarity, and use up so much oxy-

gen that few other aquatic species can survive along-

side them. Nitrate firom farmlands and factories in

the central United States is currently draining

through the Mississippi River and into the Gulf of

Mexico; during some years, this creates a "dead

zone" of several thousand square miles.

Recently, scientists discovered that atmospheric

concentrations of nitrous oxide (NiO), a gaseous

by-product of the microbial denitrification process,

have increased from about 290 to 310 parts per bil-

lion in the past fifty years, paralleHng the human-

caused increase of nitrogen on the land. Even in

trace amounts, nitrous oxide can cause acid rain,

contribute to the deterioration of the stratospheric

ozone shield that protects us from ultraviolet radia-

tion, and act as a very potent greenhouse gas—300

times more potent than carbon dioxide.

In response to growing environmental concern,

many farmers have begun working with agricul-

tural scientists to improve both the precision of ni-

trogen fertilizer application and the efficiency with

which crop plants take up the nitrogen. Some
farmers are adopting methods to "spoon-feed" fer-

tilizer to their crops slowly, as the crops develop,

rather than dump one huge appUcation on the soil

just before planting. One new technology, already

being tested in some areas, is the use of global posi-

tioning satellites (GPSs) to create high-resolution

"nutrient maps" of farm soils. As a farmer passes

through his or her fields on a tractor, the GPS in-

formation is fed into the tractor's computer, and the

amount of fertilizer applied, foot by foot, is auto-

matically adjusted. Other research focuses on the

genetic improvement of legumes and their nitro-

gen-fixing bacterial partners. The use oflegumes as

rotation crops is once again gaining favor. And
some farmers include "trap crops" in their rota-

tions—plants such as cereal rye and sudangrass,

which have deep, proUfic rooting systems that are

able to take up nitrate before it leaches into ground-

water. Finally, geneticists are hoping to reduce the

nitrogen requirements of some of our planet's im-

portant food crops. My own research program in-

cludes a collaborative project with plant breeder

Margaret Smith, also at Cornell, to develop vari-

eties of corn that use nitrogen more efficiently.

Can the same human ingenuity that led to a

process for fixing nitrogen help us find solutions to

the problems we created by tampering with the ni-

trogen cycle? We know that our nitrogen-fixing ac-

tivities of the past century have significantly in-

creased the earth's capacity to support Hfe, but we

also know that ifwe want to sustain this life as well

as protect our natural environment, we wiU need to

come up with better, more efficient ways to man-

age the nitrogen we fix. D
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Threads of Okir
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Above: From the

early seventeenth

to the twentieth

century, ramie

cloth was made

in the Yaeyama

Islands as tax

payment. Below:

Ramie cloth

made by

contemporary

weaver Arakaki

Sachiko.

Three weavers
interpret their

region's heritage.

By Amanda Mayer Stinchecum

Stretching from the island of Kyiishu south-

west to Taiwan, the Ryukyu archipelago

consists of about two hundred islands, some

volcanic, the rest formations of coral. The

majority make up Japan's southernmost prefecture,

Okinawa. Typhoons regularly pummel this sub-

tropical region, impartially buffeting old wooden

houses and new buildings of stucco, glass, and

poured concrete. Rain and salt spray drench sugar-

cane fields, rice paddies, jungle, and city streets.

The soil is generally thin and poor, and on many is-

lands the water table is too low for wet rice cultiva-

tion. More than 90 percent of the more than 1.3

million inhabitants are concentrated on the main is-

land (also called Okinawa). Relying principally on

income from U.S. miHtary bases, government subsi-

dies, and tourism, the prefecture is Japan's poorest.

But the women boast the highest average Hfe ex-

pectancy in the nation and the world.

During World War II, Allied bombing of the

main island, culminating in the 1945 invasion of

Okinawa, reduced the prefecture's capital city of

Naha to rubble and destroyed most of the smaller

towns and villages. An estimated 150,000 civilians

died. Twenty-seven years of U.S. occupation fol-

lowed before the territory reverted to Japanese sov-

ereignty. Even now, some 25,000 American militaiy

personnel, along with their dependents, live and

work on bases that occupy one-fifth of the main is-

land. Fueling resentment against both the Japanese

and the U.S. governments for acting without the

consent of the Okinawans, this military presence

creates bad feelings that are naturally exacerbated

when servicemen commit crimes against local civil-

ians. More than 4,700 incidents have been reported

since 1972, with rapes of young girls and women



awan History
being among the most serious. Accidents that have

resulted from military maneuvers—including 39 air

crashes since 1972—are another cause ot outrage.

Although Okinawans have not turned to the

kind of violent nationalism that has arisen among

some ethnic groups in Eastern Europe, South Asia,

Southeast Asia, or Africa, they do assert their own
identit\', distinct from that of mainland Japan. Lin-

guists recognize five separate languages within the

archipelago, related to but different from Japanese.

The indigenous religion, presided over primarily by

women, incorporates elements of shamanism and

animism. Aspects of household and village organi-

zation (particularly the prominent role played by

women), together with Okinawan music, dance,

hterature, architecture, ceramics, textiles, and food.

On the island of

Taketomi, in the

Yaeyama Islands,

women wait

their turn to

perform during

their village's

most important

religious

festival,

Tanedori.

Wearing robes

of fiber banana

cloth held in

place with ropes

of twisted straw

(work clothes

worn by village

women until

after World War

II), they will

enact the role of

the hardworking

farm-woman.
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Arakaki Sachiko,

above, has

revived the ikat

technique for

patterning ramie

cloth in the

Yaeyama Islands.

Right: The cloth

is laid in the sea

for bleaching

and to help set

the dye. Below:

Fine ramie

cloth from the

nineteenth

century.

form a multifaceted and fluid but unique heritage.

Among these, cloth and clothing in particular have

come to embody Okinawan ethnicity, both for the

people of the islands and for others beyond their

'coastal reefs.

Records of local textiles go back to the Ming
:,dynasty (1368-1644), when China extended its

i cultural and economic hegemony to the Ryukyu
Islands, legitimating three kings of the main island

m exchange for their submission to the Ming
emperor. In 1372 the first Ryukyuan emissaries

reached Nanjing, where they presented their trib-

ute payment of local products: sulfur, horses, and

ramie cloth, a fabric woven from the bast fibers of

an indigenous plant in the nettle family.

Under this benign arrangement, the kingdom ot

Ryukyu (unified in 1429 under the court at Shuri,

now part of the city ofNaha) became a thriving en-

trepot for trade between Japan, Korea, China, Siam,

Sumatra, Malacca, and other Asian states. But in

1609, forces from Satsuma, a Japanese feudal do-

main in southern Kyiishii, invaded the islands and

took the king hostage. Ryukyu's autonomy sur-

vived in name only. Two years later, Satsuma de-

manded its own annual tribute, including some

75,000 bushels of nee and 19,000 rolls of cloth

(each roll was about thirteen yards long and sixteen

inches wide—enough to make one kimono). Six-

teen thousand of these roUs were ramie; the remain-

ing 3,000 were basliofu, made of fibers taken from

the leafstalks of the ito baslio, or fiber banana plant, a

relative of the edible banana. These crisp, breath-

able fabrics are highly valued even today for ki-

monos worn during Japan's hot, humid summers.

To meet Satsuma's demands, the Shuri monar-

chy levied taxes on the Ryukyuan people. Most of

these taxes were payable in grain. But on Kume Is-

land (west of the main island) and in the Outer Is-

lands (the island groups of Miyako and Yaeyama, at

the southwestern end of the archipelago), these

took the form of a poU tax. More than halfwere to

be paid in cloth, mainly ramie. Local officials

strictly—and sometimes cruelly—controlled all as-

pects of production. Although in principle both

men and women bore the burden of grain and

cloth payments, in practice yarn making, dyeing,

and weaving were allotted to women, on the basis

of skill and age. This system continued even after

1879, when Japan's Meiji government forced

Ryukyu to submit to Japanese sovereignty, abol-

ished the Ryukyuan monarchy, and annexed the is-

lands to create Okinawa Prefecture. (The poU tax

was finally ehminated in 1904.)

Known as Yaeyama j'o/i/ (fine cloth), the finest

ramie weaves came from the Outer Islands. Despite

the hardships and humiliations under which they

labored, the women of this area expressed through

songs the joy, close to awe, they felt toward the act

of making a beautiful piece of cloth as an offering

to the king. (In fact, the cloth was presented to the

local administrative office.)

This feeUng—that dyeing and weaving, and the

resultant cloth, are sacred offerings—permeates the

work of Arakaki Sachiko, a contemporary weaver

on Ishigaki Island.

Though born and raised in the town of Ishigaki,

the administrative center of the Yaeyama Islands,

Arakaki Sachiko grew up unaware of the fine tex-

tiles made by her ancestors. On a trip to Tokyo in

the early 1970s, however, she visited the Japan Folk

Craft Museum and discovered the vibrant colors

and patterns of ramie cloth made during the era of

the poll tax.

The bold yet delicate designs resulted from the

ikat technique, a painstaking method of resist dye-



iiig in which selected segments nlong lengths of

y.irn are tightly bounci to prevent the dye from

penetrating. Wlien these yarns are woven togethei

on the loom, the combination ot dyed and midyed

segments creates patterns wiiose outlines are more

or less blurred according to the skill and intent ot

the weaver. In the Yaeyama Islands, true ikat was

abandoned in the early twentieth century in favor

lit' a iimckor and cheaper method—applying a

tlnckencd, dark red-brown dye directly to the

wirns— that residted m a more uniform, hard-

edged pattern.

After studying in Naha. Arakaki returned to

Ishigaki and single-handecHly recreated the old ikat

method of making Yiieyama jofii. She also revived

Ryukyuan royalty wore robes of

dyed fiber-banana cloth.

the rich palette of colors: the blues ot indigo, a

vivid yellow from the fiikiigi tree, the pinks and

reds of sappanvvood and satBower. Eventually she

received a commission to reproduce, for display at

the Ishigaki Municipal Yaeyama Museum and the

Japan Folk Craft Museum, two sets ot the very

robes in the Tokyo collection that had originally

inspired her work. She says the lu.xury of working

tor the first time exclusively with handmade

yarn—scarce and costly—taught her "the blessed-

ness of the yarn itself."

The project proved to be a test of fire. Using

plant dyes, which are notoriously unpredictable,

Arakaki labored to duplicate the bold patterns and

vi\id colors ot the originals—a task much more dit-

ficult than improvising. On more than one occasion,

she had to start over ti-om the undyed yarn when she

couldn't correct a weaving or dyeing error.

Given a new sense of her own potential,

Arakaki has since experimented with fresh combi-

nations of colors derived from plants, nearly all

tVom Okinawa—brilliant greens, velvety grays,

golden ochres, pinks and reds, every shade of in-

digo blue. In June 1995 she exhibited her work in

Tokyo at Wako, a department store known tor re-

tined, very Japanese taste. This solo shov\' provided

a rare opportunity' for an Okinawan artist to reach

a discerning mainland audience. The e.xperience

challenged Arakaki to raise her work to a still

higher artistic level.

Okinawans believe clothing envelops the spirit,

preventing its escape from the body. Arakakis labor

is an act of consecration, embracing her own spirit.

T he airy membranes she weaves, fashioned into

the loose robes of the islands, protect the soul of

I lie we, I re r.

The earliest detailed descriptions of Ryukyuan
ckith and clothing date from the fifteenth century.

Shipwrecked Koreans who washed up on the

shores of Yonaguni, the westernmost of the

Yiieyama Islands, reported that the islanders—all

commoners—cultivated, wove, and wore only

ramie. Silk and ctitton production was introduced

into the Ryukyus trom C^hina m the sixteenth cen-

tury, but the use of these fabrics was long restricted

to the elite classes. As the demand for ramie for

tribute, tax, and trade increased, the monarchy for-

bade commoners to wear this fabric as well. Cloth-

ing made trom hasliofii (tiber banana cloth) took its

place. Eventually women, children, and men of all

classes—kings and c^ueens, court otticials and

landowners, and the poorest tarmers and tisher-

folk—all adopted Ihishoti'-

Robes of fiber banana cloth dyed brilliant yel-

low and scarlet, some of them ikat-patterned, were

worn by Ryukyuan royalty. The glossy blue-black,

green, or ivorv garments of court officials were so

fine and lustrous that the untutored eye now mis-

takes them for silk. Bashqfu garnients worn by the

court and aristocracy were made in the capital,

Shuri. Commoners wore coarser robes the color of

dried grass, plain or with brown stripes or checks;

they were forbidden to wear ikat. Even today, al-

though nearly all Okinawans wear Western-st\-le

clothing, they often don hashcfii garments tor local

festivals and other celebrations.

The tlber banana tamiliar in the Rvukvus has

Arakaki uses

local plant

products,

including

gardenia fruits

and annatto, to

dye her ramie

cloth.
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Taira Toshiko,

top right,

separates the

layers of a fiber

banana stalk

—

the first step in

making yarn.

Below right: A

scarlet robe of

fiber banana

cloth (bashofu),

patterned with a

geometric float

weave, made

for Ryukyuan

royalty during

the nineteenth

century.

Bottom right: A

member of the

bashofu

cooperative in

Kijoka boils

strips of fiber

banana with

ash lye. This

softens the

pulpy part,

which is then

scraped off.

The resultant

ribbons of

cellulosic fiber

will be split

into yarn.

lages throughout the prefecture. Kijoka, in the

northern part of Okinawa Island, shared in this

work. The ikat technique was introduced into Ki-

joka in the late nineteenth century. Bashofu devel-

oped far beyond the simple cloth that had been the

earlier heritage of Ryukyuan village Hfe. Because

many ofthe men left the village in the early decades

of the last century to do construction work in

Naha, women became the primary practitioners of

the art. By the early 1940s, hundreds of kimono

lengths ofgolden-brown cloth with rich brown and

deep indigo motifs were being sold at Mitsukoshi,

an elegant department store in Tokyo.

As Japan intensified its war effort, Okinawa's

weaving enterprise ground to a halt. Volunteers

from Kijoka joined many other Okinawans at an

aircraft factory in the mainland Japanese town of

Kurashiki, midway between Osaka and Hiroshima.

Kijoka weaver Taira ToshIko went along. At the

war's end, uncertain of Okinaw^a's fate, Taira re-

mained in Kurashiki for another year. There she

came to the attention of Tonomura Kichinosuke, a

weaver and folk-craft proponent who later founded

the Kurashiki Folk Craft Museum. He urged her to

return to Kijoka and preserve the legacy of

Ryukyuan bashofu.

Taira followed his advice, and the workshop she

sometimes been regarded as a separate species or va-

riety (Musa liukiuensis or M. x sapientum var. liuki-

uensis), but it is probably best classified as M. bal-

bisiana and most likely was introduced from

Southeast Asia. Throughout the Ryukyus, this

treeHke plant, with its large, pliant leaves shredded

by the wind, creates pools of shade next to tile-

roofed wooden houses and forms windbreaks

around cultivated fields. It does not grow wild,

however—a sign that it is not truly indigenous. Ex-

actly when and how the fiber banana reached the

islands remains a mystery; its cultivation is not men-

tioned in historical documents until 1546.

Following Japan's annexation of Okinawa, fiber

banana cloth became fashionable for summer ki-

monos on the mainland, and it was produced in vil-



established in Kijok.i in 1962 has Bmirislied under

her iiuiet direction. Taira was instrumental as well

in the founding of a basltofii cooperative in Kijoka.

In lyyy the Japanese government designated her a

Living National Treasure for both her textile art

and her leadership in reviving Kijoka's hcishofu in-

In 1999, Taira Toshiko was named

a Living National Treasure.

dustry. Weavers on several of the Yaeyama Islands

have also carried on local traditions of making and

using fiber banana cloth. Some have incorporated

the yarns into innovative silk and cotton textiles.

Including 100 yarn makers, about 150 people

participate m the textile cooperative. To produce

the yarn, the women cut down the mature plants

and strip off layers from the sheathlike leafstalks,

sorting them into piles to be made into fme,

medium, and coarse cloth. They soften the fiber by

cooking it with lye. The most demanding part ot

the yarn-making process—splitting the gleaming

ribbons of fiber into fine strands, then tying the

strands end to end to form a continuous yarn—is

performed by some of the oldest members of the

village, nimble-fingered women whose dimmed

eyesight prevents them from doing the actual weav-

ing of the intricate ikat patterns. Kinjd Nabe, who
died recently at age 106, continued to make yarn

until shortly before her death.

The average age of the women in Taira s own
workshop is about 60, while the apprentice weavers

wi>rking nearby in the Kijoka textile cooperative's

hall are considerably younger—a iK-.iitliy sign for

the future of the craft. Taira spends most of her time

with the apprentices, walking from loom to loom

and occasionally making a gentle suggestion to a

weaver intently bent over her work. Extremely shy

and increasingly frail, she leaves most of the admin-

istrative responsibilities to her able and articulate

mainland-born daughter-in-law, Mieko.

Even with a drastic decline in the number of

Below: Bashofu

woven for fine

summer kimonos

by Taira Toshiko

and the women

of her workshop.

The subtle warp-

and-weft ikat

pattern was dyed

blue and brown

with indigo and

the woody stalks

of tekhi, a

member of the

rose family.
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Makishi Tami'ko,

above, works in

silk, sometimes

incorporating

other fibers to

vary the texture.

Scarves and

shawls, below,

reflect her

contemporary

aesthetic.

Japanese women who wear kimonos, the coopera-

tive sells all the cloth it produces—about 270 roUs a

year. A roU from Taira's own workshop sells in

Tokyo for upwards of $15,000
—

"to some," accord-

ing to Mieko, "because it is made by a Living Na-

tional Treasure, but to a few because they really love

it." Mieko also observes that if it weren't for sou-

venir items—neckties, wallets, decorative mats

—

this modern cottage industry, Hke so many others in

Japan, would be dying out.

A tew years ago, Taira made a special collection

dyed in the vivid reds, yellows, and greens of the

Ryukyuan court. But she prefers the modest style

traditional in Kijoka, in which the blue and brown

ot local vegetable dyes complement the natural

golden color of the fiber. Taira has rescued, nur-

tured, and refined this cloth. Today it is an emblem

of Okinawa itself.

In fact and sensibOity, Makishl Tamiko is a weaver

whose world is entirely urban. Her father, Naka-

sone Seizen, collected, reconstructed, and inter-

preted Okinawa's languages and ancient poetry.

One of Okinawa's most cherished scholars, he re-

mains a great influence on her work. Like many

Okinawans, Makishi fled her home in the capital to

escape Allied bombing, spending the war years in

her father's home village of Nakijin. Otherwise she

has hved her whole life in cities—first Naha, then

Tokyo (where she attended art school), and now
Urasoe, adjacent to Naha.

A profoundly private person, Makishi has nev-

ertheless played a leading role in encouraging and

displaying the work of independent weavers on

Okinawa's main island. In the past five years, her

solo shows in small galleries throughout Japan

—

often with installations designed by her husband,

painter Makishi Tsutomu—have gained her quite a

following.

Some weavers in Okinawa actively seek ways to

adapt their textiles to contemporary clothing, but

One cocoon can yield a silk

filament 1,500 yards long.

Makishi is reluctant to do so. Handmade fabrics are

both costly and firagile. The wearer faces the possible

discoloration or fading of natural dyes, laundering

problems, the weakening of the delicate fibers be-

cause they've been pierced by sewing-machine nee-

dles—as well as the prospect of spending $2,000 or

$3,000 to commission an outfit subject to the whims

of fashion. More significant for

Makishi, creating Western-style

clothes necessitates cutting into the

natural borders of the woven rec-

tangle, a destructive act minimized

in the making of traditional Japan-

ese clothing. To avoid this, while

ensuring that her fabrics wiU be

worn, Makishi has decided to con-

centrate on shawls and scarves.

Once a weaver of silk for ki-

monos, Makishi has stayed with

sUk. But instead of using the in-

elastic, characterless, machine-

reeled silk yarn produced by

mainland factories, whenever she

can get fresh cocoons she reels her

own silk, pulling out a number of

fragile filaments to form a glisten-

ing thread (from one cocoon,

agile fingers can entice a single fil-

ament 1,500 yards long). Some-

times Makishi inserts fiber banana

or ramie yarn into the silk web,

skillfully weaving in a crisp line or

two, or she crosses silk warps with

crinkly ramie wefts to make a new

texture, choosing with delibera-

tion the hue and material of each

thread.

Makishi's subtle colors and tex-

tures evoke the subdued grays,

tans, and dark blues of kimonos



worn by the women and men in her flimily during

;ind after the war. One of her prized possessions, a

iu.\n\ goldon-tan-and-white striped summer ki-

mono of fiber banana and cotton, belonged to a fa-

vorite unck^—^ometliiiig of a dandy, she says. Very

occasionally, Makislii will dye an entire shawl a sin-

gle, startlingly intense color, but iier palette tends to-

ward white, beige, brown, gray, and sometimes yel-

low or indigo blue, worked into delicate shadings of

stripes, checks, or wide bands. These may be shot

through with a single line of Hght blue (from the

^'/bciij/ berries she grows on her terrace) or some

other contrasting hue, so inconspicuous that it might

go unnoticed except when the wearer turns her head

and sees it for the first rime, from a few inches away,

in the shawl that lies on her own shoulder.

For the past few years, Makishi has been work-

ing with carbon ink (so-called India ink or Chinese

ink), dyeing skeins of lustrous silk yarns pale silver.

glossy charcoal, and every shade in between. Callig-

raphers and painters know that some carbon ink has

a bluish tinge, some is brown, some a more neutral

gray. Makishi exploits this infinite rainbow. Her use

of ink—the essential substance of the scholar's work

in East Asian cultures, more than just a means of

recording word.s—is a conscious tribute to her fa-

ther's memory.

Light as clouds, translucent as fog, or gleaming

like a sheet of silver or copper leaf, Makishi's weav-

ings are completely contemporary. Her work is,

above all, a representation of her inner life. "From

the time the umbihcal cord is cut and tied, human
beings begin the search for the thread that ties their

lives together," she has written of her own connec-

tion to fashioning cloth. Her art incorporates the

old ways of yarn production and dyeing, of reeling

and degumming silk, into a new tradition of her

own making. D

Spools of silk

yarn, below,

display some of

the colors

Makishi Tamiko

has obtained

from vegetable

dyes. Makishi's

current work

utilizes a variety

of carbon inks,

from which she

coaxes purple,

brown, and

bluish tones as

well as shades of

gray from silver

to charcoal.
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Ghost Stories

From the Ice Age
Some plants are haunted by large

mammals from another era.

story by Connie Barlow ~ Illustrations by Michael Rothmon

In
the shadows along the trail," wrote paleo-

ecologist Paul Martin in 1992, "I keep an eye

out for ghosts, the beasts of the Ice Age. What

is the purpose of the thorns on the mesquites

in my backyard in Tucson? Why do they and honey

locusts have sugary pods so attractive to Hvestock?

Whose foot is devil's claw intended to intercept?

Such musings add magic to a walk and may help to

liberate us from tunnel vision, the hubris of the pre-

sent, the misleading notion that

nature is self-evident."

A mere 13,000 years ago, near

the end of the Pleistocene Epoch

(which began 1.6 million years

ago), fruiting plants of the Western

Hemisphere that had long rehed

on big animals to distribute their

seeds suddenly lost these aUies. Al-

though some scientists believe dis-

eases or chmatic change may have

been factors, a growing body of

evidence supports Paul Martin's

hypothesis, first advanced in the

1960s, that newly arriving humans

equipped with formidable stone-

tipped spears were responsible for

wiping out the large Pleistocene

mammals that had roamed forests,

deserts, and plains. Within a thousand years of the

first evidence of this hunting culture in the Ameri-

cas, the mastodons and mammoths, tall camels,

giant armadillos, and ground sloths—and the giant

bears, cats, and wolves that stalked them—had all

disappeared.

These extinct American herbivores once dis-

persed the seeds of such big-fruited plants as honey

locust, Kentucky cofiee tree, and Osage orange, all

of which produce fruits that no native animal today

regards as food. Now the seeds either rot with the

pulp or sprout too close to the parent tree. Avocado

trees yield fr^uit with an outlandishly large pit that

no native guUet can accommodate. In addition to

bearing these "anachronistic" fruits, some trees dis-

play defenses that are equally out of step with cur-

rent conditions. Mesquite, hawthorn, and honey

locust protect their trunks or lower branches with

long, sturdy thorns that now seem unnecessary.

How have these fruiting plants managed to sur-

vive for 13,000 years without their dispersal part-

ners? An individual plant can keep sending up root

suckers that allow it to persist for hundreds, even

thousands of years. Another way is by entering into

new partnerships: humans now plant seeds and

saplings in widely scattered locations. Yet these

plants still proclaim, by the very structure of their

fruits, seed coats, and armaments, that they are

adapted for life in a vanished world.
j



OSAGE ORANGE (Madura pomifera) could have been

more accurately named American breadfruit; the color

and fibrous texture of this New World fruit closely

resembles its tropical Asian counterpart. The fruit is,

however, shunned by humans and all mammals native

to North America, where the tree was once common in

woodland meadows and at prairie edges. After losing

its dispersal partners, which presumably were large

herbivores, Osage orange became increasingly rare.

The hard, fibrous spheres, above, frustrate deer

and cattle, which lack upper indsors. By the

time Europeans arrived, the tree's range was

confined to just a few river valleys in what is

now eastern Texas. Ranch horses there do

consume the fruit after it has fallen, which

suggests that early native horses of the

Pleistocene, opposite page, may also have

eaten it.
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A MASTODON plucks pods from a honey locust

tree, below. For more than 20 million years,

the honey locust (Gleditsia triacanthos) lured

big beasts to disperse its tough, tooth-

resistant seeds by embedding them in sweet,

protein-rich pods. Native to the central

United States, this tree of the forest edge

also sported ferocious thorns on its trunk

and lower branches, left, preventing the

elephants from stripping bark—and thus

killing the tree—while they browsed for seed

pods. No contemporary seed dispersers can

reach the pods, and today the thorns are probably

superfluous. We now plant this sturdy, drought-

resistant tree along urban sidewalks and in suburban

parking lots. The fallen pods can be a nuisance to

pedestrians, though, and the sharp thorns are

dangerous, so domesticated varieties tend to be male

(podless) and thornless. Among older plantings in

city parks, however, one can find female trees with

pods, their trunks heavily armed with mastodon-proof

thorns.



WILD AVOCADOS produce nutritious, energy-rich fruit

right, with one very large and dense seed that

contains bitter poisons. This small tree (Persea

americana) lives in shady tropical forests. During its

first few months of growth, while seeking out

shafts of sunlight, the young tree

depends upon the energy -

stored in the huge seed.

Adult trees drop their

drab-colored fruit on the

ground, where the odor

attracts mammals. The

largest living fruit-

eaters of tropical

America are several

species of tapir,

which eat around

the seed or spit it

out. Thirteen

thousand years

ago, however, the

hippopotamus-like Toxodon, above, would have

swallowed whole avocado seeds and defecated them

in other parts of the forest.

AN AMERICAN CAMEL of the Pleistocene finds cactus

fruit easy to reach, right. The camel clan originated in

western North America before spreading into Eurasia

and Africa. Equipped with long legs and neck,

Camelops would have been an ideal

dispersal partner for tall species

of prickly pear (Opuntia) in

the deserts of North

America. Today the fruit

of these cacti, far right, is

plucked by nonnative

livestock or, once it

withers and falls, eaten

by scavenging coyotes

and foxes. The small,

tough seeds survive in

their dung and soon

sprout.
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DEVIL'S CLAW (Proboscidea) grips the hoof, right, of an extinct

American horse. In this re-creation, the animal has walked through a

patch of devil's claw, or unicorn plant, after the fruit has ripened and

split open and the leaves have died back. Because the giant bur

cannot attach to the slender limbs of deer, pronghorn, and peccaries,

the plant's range probably diminished after the extinction of the

large Pleistocene mammals. Following the introduction of

domesticated horses and cattle (and, later, of farm tractors),

however, devil's claw rebounded, and it is now a widespread

agricultural pest. The hard fruit, left, is shaped like the head and

trunk of an elephant. As it ripens, its green skin blackens and

dries; eventually the "trunk" pops open to become a pair of strong

but flexible pointed tongs. Some seeds drop from the casing on

contact with the disperser. The remainder are released

when the swollen part of the woody bur has been

trampled or crushed.
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Thirteen thousand years ago, some

big-fruited plants of the Western

Hemisphere suddenly lost the ammal

allies that helped disperse their seeds.

GOURD-BEARING VINES (Cucurbita), left, precursors

of domesticated squashes and pumpkins, are found

in dry washes and along roadsides in Mexico and the

U.S. Southwest. Today they are spread by

floodwaters and also carried on tire treads and in

the blades of road graders. During the Pleistocene,

the desert-dwelling Shasta ground sloth

(Nothrotheriops shastensis) would have eaten the

ripe gourds in autumn, below. Because the pulp is

bitter (probably a defense against marauding

insects), any animals eating large quantities of wild

Cucurbita fruit may have had to consume clay to

adsorb the toxins.

•^s:^
^^r
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fleet of first class vessels.

19. Gordon Frost Folk Art Collection & Tours

Astonisliing Guatemala, Cuna of Panama,
BaU Tours with experienced folk art

collector/photographer Gordon
Frost. Meet artists/craftspeople in their

homes/villages.

gBagerstown CVB

Crossroads of the Civil War. Antietam,

South Mountain, Harpers Ferry,

Monacacy. Visit them all!

z'i"!" Yn'sli""lounst lioard

Ireland; Awaken to a different world.

Write to Ireland Vacations 00', P.O. Box
1 100, Dover, NJ 07802-1100.

'22. Isles de la Madeleine

In the heart ofAdaiitic Canada, discover

an archipelago of 12 magical islands.

Savor superb cuisine, Acadian hospitality,

participate in a multitude of outdoor
activities, or simply hike along spectacular

red cliffs and 200 miles of North
America's finest beaches.
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23. Kentucky's Cave Country

AdwiilmiHis I .imiU luiilVl.iiniiiutli

C'.ivc National I'ark, National C^orvcttc-

Miiseuiii. Lake resorts. Wild West Town,
Australian Outback, Festivals, Historic

Toms, bicvcli' & nature trails t\' more.

32. New York State

New \nik IS .in .luiiiiini celebration.

Find spectacular foliage, vvorki-class

wineries and farnistands bursting with

fresh harvest. Let the discoveries begin!

FrecNYSTr.ivel (kiide.

fl. Swift Instruments'

t^u.ilu) in iipiKs since 1'-'26. Free

brochure displ.iys Swift's complete line of
birdiiig and compact binoculars, contains

photographs and detailed descriptions

witli binoculars use chart.

24. Kentucky Department of Travel

Kentucky has a wealth ot travel

opportunities and we share. Get a free

Kentucky (ireat Cletaway Guide.

25. Kentucky Horse Park mKt
Explore man's relationship with the horse

at the only Park in the world dedicated to

the horse. E.xplore Imperial China:The
Art of the Horse in Chinese Historv.

26. Kentucky State Parks

I housands ot acres ot water and wilder-

ness and miles ot undisturbed shoreline,

sheltering wildlife and plants in seven

separate geophysical regions. See the

richness of Kentucky in her parks.

27. L.L. Bean .

Classic men's and women's apparel, kids'

clothes that last, easy-care travel apparel,

beautiful home furnishings, and quality

outdoor sporting gear. All 100%
satisfaction guaranteed. For your new
catalog visit us online today.

28. Lodge on Little St. Simons Island

E.\clusive l(),000-acre Georgia island

paradise, private 7-mile pristine beach,

natural history tours, birding and
recreational activities galore, gourmet
regional cuisine and gracious

accommodations await just 30 guests.

29. Malta Tourism

English-speaking, hospitable

Mediterranean jewel offering 6,000 years

of civilization, the highest concentration of
landmarks per scjuare mile in the world.

30. Maryland Vacations

Beaches, mountains, big cities, small

towns. Maryland has so many things to

do, so close together.

33. Nomadic Expeditions

Pioneers in exceptional adventures in

Mongolia, Tibet, Nepal, C^hina & Siberia.

Expeditions include cultur.il explorations,

horse and camel treks, elephant walks,

paleontological digs, canoeing, kayaking
and fishing.

34. North Carolina Outer Banks

Pristine Ueaches. 1 listory. 1 ishiiig.

For travel information and Getaway
Card good for seasonal values at over

1 50 businesses.

5Sn'!ofwegiarrtoasrarToyag?"

A Voyage ot l)isLO\er\. C ruise Norway's
breathtaking 1 ,250-mile coastline - from
its majestic fjords to its stunning Arctic

landscapes - and explore the picturesque

ports and quaint villages en route.

36. Nova Scotia Tourisirl

Your outdoor vacation begins when you
open this guide. Get your FB^E 400-

page Doers' and Dreamers' Guide.

37. Prince George's County, MD

Wonderful museums and historic sites,

the National Wildlife Visitor Center.

Merkle Wildlife Sanctuary, atlbrdable

accommodations and much more. All

just minutes from Washington, DC.

38. Scottish Tourist Board

Scotlmd. Sec .iiKient c.isdcs leminiscent

of our rich, tumultuous history. Grand
old cities vibrant with culture.

§¥; St. Mary's County, MD
•-...

A Mar\laiid origin, ill \'isit M.ir\ Lind's

first colony.. .historical sites and outdoor

adventure await. Reli\'e the past, enjoy

the present and discover the future. Free

Visitor's Guide.

2. HAA-CREF

The 1 1 AA-CI-(^EF companies, with over

S275 billion in assets under management,
otler low-cost mutual funds, annuities,

IRAs, insurance and trust services.

|3. Tourism Authority of Thailand ^H
For more mtormation contact your
travel agent or circle our number for

more information.

|4. Tourism New Brunswick

Walk on the ocean floor m New
Brunswick, Canada's Bav of Fundv!

45. Tourism Newfoundland and Labrado

New toundLuKl and L.ibr.idm. \\c offer

our visitors the natural wonders of
whales, icebergs and seabirds framed by
our dramatic seascape and landscape and
unique culture.

(46. Tourism Saskatchewan

Saskatchewan - Western Canada. Free

16(l-page travel-guide packed with

great \acation escapes and planning

intbrmation.

47. Toyota

Find out about Toyota's innovations and
technologies that positively impact the

world in whicii we live.

48. Uniworld

European and l-i^ussian ruer cruises with

Uniworld the most enjoyable w.iy to

travel through Europe and Russia unpack
only once!

49. West Virginia Tourism

C;ct your tree WcstN'irginia 1 ravel Guide
and disco\er why some s.iv it's Almost
Hea\en.

31. Mayatouri

Lo\-ers ot tropical nature and Maya
culture will adore our escorted tours of
Mexico and Central America. Expert
guides, A/C touruig vehicle, best hotels

and meals.

40. Swan Hellenic Cruises

Ocean and sea cruises, expedition

and river cruises aU with the accent

on discovery. E.xotic destinations and
distinguished guest speakers.

50. Worcester County ^^|H
Mar\ land's onlv seaside county. \'isit

Assateague Island National Seashore.

K.iyak, canoe, birdwatch or golf Stay in

one of our manv Bed &; Breakfast Inns.
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AT THE MUSEUM

The Art ofWorship
For millions of Hindus in India, religion interweaves

private worship, public ritual, and ephemeral art.

Story and photographs by Stephen P. Huyler

It
is dark as Padmasini Ramachan-

dran steps between the sleeping

bodies of her children and opens

her front door. Just as she does every

morning, she pours water from a small

brass pot into her hand and sprinkles it

over the dirt beneath her feet, making

it firm enough to draw on. Bending

straight from her waist, she takes a large

pinch of rice flour from a little metal

bowl and quickly drops it onto the

ground, followed by another and an-

other, all evenly spaced, untU she has

created a diamond-shaped grid ot

white dots about five feet long on each

side. Then, with further pinches of

flour, she deftly draws thin white lines

between the dots—some straight, some

curved—rapidly transforming this

patch of earth into the petals, leaves,

stamens, and stem of a lotus blossom.

Because it is a special festival day hon-

oring the gods, Ramachandran fills in

her picture with colored powders before

going inside to awaken her family and

prepare breakfast.

In front of each doorway, all the

way down the block and beyond, other

women are creating kolams (known as

rangoli or rangai'alli in other parts of

India)—decorations intended to pro-

tect home and family from evil and to

encourage good fortune. Every day,



followint; .1 c'ciiturics-old tradition,

vvoinon in niorc tii.m a million iionics

111 tins soiitliorn Indian state ot Tamil

Nadu draw a trcsh L:ohiiii. They pride

themselves on ne\'er repeating a design.

Each drawing is ephemenil. As the

ot tlie divine may he viewed and wor-

shiped through particular gods and god-

desses that embody different aspects ot

the cosmos. Just as creation has innu-

merable facets, so Hinduism has innu-

merable deities, and the personalization

day begins and taniily members come of gods and goddesses makes possible an

out of the house and into the street, they intimate relationship with the di\'ine.

walk t)ver the hoLiiii, smudging die de- Hinduism is the worlds third largest

sign. Bicycles, scooters, religion, involving one

bullock carts, cars, and The exhibition Meeting God: in every seven human

Elements of Hindu Devotion

opens in Gallery 77 on Sep-

tember 8, 2001, and runs

through February 24, 2002.

buses all rapidly eradi-

cate the artwork;

within an hour, all

traces of it are gone.

To an outsider, the

beings. Unique among

all major rehgions in

that it does not prose-

lytize, Hinduism also

does not protess one

women's etlbrts might seem to be a irus- right way, one set of beliefs, or one cor-

traring waste of rime, but to the arrist rect system of ethics. Young Hindus

they represent a moment of crearivity, grow up learning to follow the tenets

solace, and spirituality. and customs ot their parents but are en-

Most of India's billion citizens are couraged to decide for themselves

Hindus, members of a religion of re- which primary gods or goddesses they

niarkable diversity. Hinduism is poly- tind inspiring. This right ot personal

theistic, and although its adherents may choice of deity means that although

believe in an all-encompassing, indivisi- young adults continue to practice many

ble being—similar in many ways to the tamily rituals, they also conduct their

god of Christians, Jews, and MusHms

—

own private worship in whatever man-

they also believe that the many aspects ner seems most beneficial to them.

Behefs may be individual, but rit-

uals tend to be observed in common
with large portions ot the population.

Ramachandran rises each morning to

create her beautiful kchvii just as her

mother, grandmother, and great-

grandmother did before her. Yet within

the confines of this age-old ritual is the

FulfiUing a vow to Surya, the sun god, in Bihar
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expression of her own personality, her

individual creative communication

with the divine. Similarly, throughout

India, Hindus begin each day with rit-

uals of devotion. Countless millions

pray to the rising sun, considered mas-

cuUne, while standing in or pouring

water, viewed as feminine. In acknowl-

edging the two, they also acknowledge

the One, for in Hinduism the supreme

deity is the absolute complement of

opposites—dark and Ught, wrong and

right, good and evil. By beginning

each day in such ways, Hindus attune

themselves with the universe and vaU-

date their place within it.

For thirty years, Stephen P. Hiiyler, a adtiiral

anthropologist and photographer, has conducted

field research in India on saaed art and rituals.

He has worked extensively unth museums ex-

hibiting Hindu art; the exhibition "Meeting

God: Elements ofHindu Devotion" is based

on Huyler's book ofthe same name (Yale Uni-

versity Press, 1999).

MUSEUM EVENTS

SEPTEMBER 4, 5, AND 6

Central Park field trips: A series of

eight bird walks led by Museum natu-

ralists. Tuesdays (beginning Septem-

ber 4, with Stephen C. Quinn),

Wednesdays (beginning September 5,

with Joseph DiCostanzo), and Thurs-

days (beginning September 6, with

Harold Feinberg).

SEPTEMBER 12 AND 22

Urban forest walking tours: Central

Park (September 12, 8:30-11:00

A.M.) and PaHsades National Natural

Landmark (September 22, 10:00

A.M.-1:00 P.M.). WiUiam Schiller,

Museum botany lecturer.

SEPTEMBER 19

Lecture: "WildUfe of India." Natural-

ists Hashim Tyabji and Toby Sinclair.

7:00 P.M., Kaufinann Theater.

SEPTEMBER 22

Field trip: "New York City Historic

Sites and Their Geological Settings."

Geologist Sidney S. Horenstein, co-

ordinator for Museum environmental

programs. 9:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M.

SEPTEMBER 28

Lecture: "The Story of the Man Who
Made the Map That Changed the

World." Author and BBC broadcaster

Simon Winchester. 7:00 P.M., Kauf-

mann Theater.

SEPTEMBER 30

Free daylong program: "Reflections

Pooja stahl (prayer area), Raaga Entertainment Superstore, Jackson Heights, Queens

(from an exhibition of photographs by Steve McCurry of Hindu, Sikh, and Jain

shrines in the New York metropolitan area). Gallery 77 Annex, September 8, 2001,

through February 24, 2002.

of Our Spirit," in conjunction with

the exhibition "Meeting God: Ele-

ments of Hindu Devotion." Lectures

on religious architecture and on tradi-

tional arts with religious symbolism;

performances of music and dance; In-

dian food. 11:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M.,

Kaufinann and Linder Theaters and

Leonhardt People Center. For details,

call (212) 769-5315.

DURING SEPTEMBER

Additional field trips, walking tours,

and workshops for children and

adults, both inside and outside the

Museum. For more information, call

(212) 769-5200.

Planetarium courses: "How to

Choose a Telescope"; "Stars, Con-

stellations, and Legends"; and many

others. For complete course descrip-

tions, visit www.aninh.org/hayden.

Films at the IMAX Theater: Lost

Worlds: Life in the Balance (biodiversity

and the need for conservation) ; Shack-

leton's Antarctic Adventure (the dramatic

story of the 1914-17 British Imperial

Trans-Antarctic Expedition); and
|

Bears (natural history of the grizzly,
i

polar bear, and various other species), i

The American Museum of Natural

History is located at Central Park

West and 79th Street in New York

City. For listings of events, exhibi-

tions, and hours, caU (212) 769-5100

or visit the Museum's Web site at

www.amnh.org. Space Show tickets,

retail products, and Museum mem-
berships are also available online.



Museum Friends Support Science Education

AND Increase Their Retirement Income

li
ooking back on his career as

an executive at Simon and

Schuster, Jason Berger says,

"One of my proudest achievements

was the distribution of Little Golden

Books to supermarkets and pharma-

cies across the country, where

they found their way into the hands

of millions ofyoung children who

otherwise might have had little

exposure to children's literature."

Several years ago, their wish to

support science education prompted

jason and his wife Susanna to

include the American Museum of

Natural Histo^ in their wills. Then,

last year, they discovered charitable

gift annuities.

A gift annuity is a way to support

the Museum and provide a lifetime

annuity to one or two people aged

55 or older. When appreciated stock

is used to fund the plan, there can be

substantial capital gains tax savings.

According to Susanna, "Because

we can give and receive income for life,

tliis is an ideal wayfor us to provide

now part of the gift we want the

Museum to have in the future. In fact,

we like gift annuities so much, we plan

to do one every year!"

Here are sample rates and benefits for one person with a $10,000 gift:

65

70

75

go

85

90

Annuity
Rate

6.7%

Income Tax
Deduction

$3,446

Annuity
Payment

$670

7.2% $3,827 $720

7.9% $4-223 $790

8.9% $4,652 $890

10.4% $5,046 $1,040

12.0% $5,630 $1,200

For more information, please call

(800) 453-5734 OR REPLY BY MAIL to:

Office of Planned Giving, American

Museum of Natural History,

Central Park West at 79TH Street,

New York, New York 10024-5192

Name:

Please send information on:

O Gifts that provide lifetime income.

O A bequest to the Museum in my will.

O I have already included a provision

FOR the Museum in my estate plans.

American
Museums
Natural
History

Address:

Telephone Home: Office:

My (our) birth date(s):

Your reply is confidential and implies no obligation. 09/01
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BIOMECHANICS

Struttin'

Smff
A filigree of slender,

mineral-rich struts

gives bone much
of its strength.

By Adam Summers

Jkt about thirty years of age, the

^A human skeleton is as heavy and

^ -A. strong as it will ever get. Then

comes the downhill slide that for many

people ends in osteoporosis (severe

bone loss), crushed vertebrae, and

fractured hips and wrists. But through

studies of the internal architecture of

bones and the ways they can fail,

orthopedic biomechanics is setting a

course for preventive measures and

new treatments.

A typical bone consists of a hard

outer shell surrounding a cavity frUed

with soft marrow tissue. Made of what

is called cortical bone, the outer shell

is remarkably thin. In the thighbone,

or femur, for example—the longest,

strongest bone in your body, running

from the hip to the knee—the shell's

thickness ranges from just two to eight

iTulhmeters. For most of the femur's

length, the cavity is filled with fatty

yellow marrow. At both ends,

however, the last few inches of cavity

are occupied by a meshwork of thin,

mineralized struts called trabecular

Pelvis

Cutaway
showing

trabecular

bone

Femur Healthy

trabecular

bone

bone. The pores of this bone are filled

with red marrow, which produces

blood cells. Surprisingly, this bony

fdigree, which may fill in 30 percent

of the open space, is responsible for

most of the bone's overall strength.

The struts of trabecular bone are

only about half as thick as pencil lead;

their structural importance comes

from their orientation and

interconnections. The beauty of the

arrangement of trabecular bone was

noted in 1866 by a Swiss engineer,

Karl Cullman, who happened upon

the bisected head of a femur in a

colleague's lab. "Why, that's my
crane!" he is said to have exclaimed,

and indeed, the pattern of struts in

the bone would have looked

remarkably like the pattern of girders

in the heavy-duty crane Cullman had

just designed for a loading dock.

Further investigations of bones

ranging from heels and wrists to

vertebrae have revealed that struts

tend to follow the lines of stress to

which the bones are normally

subjected. For example, most of the

struts in the human heel are oriented

so that they dissipate the impact

associated with walking, while the

orientation of the struts in the wing

of a vulture counteracts the bones'

tendency to bend during flapping.

Our bones develop from soft

cartilage. Evidence of these

cartilaginous beginnings can be seen in

the soft spot in the center of a baby's

skuU or in the way a child tends to

bounce where an adult would break

—

or at least hurt mightily. Most of our

cartilage is gradually replaced by bone,

which becomes more and more

mineraHzed (and thus heavier) until

reaching a peak in early middle age.

Then, for reasons probably having to

do with changing hormone levels, the

rest of the body starts to extract

calcium stored in the bones. (Our

bodies use calcium as a signaHng ion.

Every time a muscle contracts, for

example, huge numbers of calcium

ions move through cell membranes. As

we age, our bodies become less



Illustrations by Sally J. Bensusen

HOW TO BREAK A HIP With age, the meshwork of struts at the

ends of bones becomes thinner and more porous. In the

human hip, struts positioned to bear the weight of normal

walking remain strong longer than non-load-bearing struts.

Impact from another direction—during a fall, for instance

—

can cause sudden failure.

Jroken,

osteoporotic

trabecular

bone

efficient at maintaining a constant level

of calcium in the system and must

mobilize it from the bones.) This

natural process is especially rapid in

postmenopausal women, leading in

many cases to significant reductions in

bone densirv- and eventually to

osteoporosis. An elderly woman with

advanced osteoporosis might have just

5(t percent of the bone mass she had in

her early thirties.

We lose trabecular bone twice as

tast as cortical bone. Recently, Tony

Ke.n-eny, a bioengineer at the

University' of Cahfornia, Berkeley,

uncovered an interesting wrinkle in

trabecular bone loss. It turns out that

not all struts are created—or rather,

lost—equally. The most durable are

those positioned to withstand the

loads to which a bone is most often

subjected. This helps explain why a

hip that is still strong enough to earn,'

the burden ot everyday movements

is tar less able to withstand the stress

of a fall.

Once enouaih bone mass has been

lost, however, all trabecular struts

—

regardless of their orientarion—are

prone to failure. Keaveny has pioneered

an unusual method for determining just

how failure happens. With a high-

resolurion CAT seamier, he makes a

computer model—accurate down to

U.II15 inch—ot a section ot trabecular

bone. Using a supercomputer, he

"pushes on the model bone until it

breaks." These simulations have led liim

to conclude that when trabecular bone

is subjected to stress from the usual

directions, tailure (breakage) is

primarily due to crusliiiig. On the

other hand, stresses that come from

other directions tbrce the struts to

bend, reducing their effectiveness.

How might these insights aid

efforts to repair bones weakened by

mineral loss? Keaveny points out that

while replacing an entire osteoporotic

bone is impractical, strengthening or

augmenting its trabecular struts might

be possible. In their tissue-culture

tacilit); he and his colleagues start

with a sterile block of trabecular

bone—the scaffolding—which they

submerge in a solution of nutrients,

osteoblasts (bone-building cells), and

various growth fictors. For the next

several weeks to months, the

researchers monitor the tissue culture

with CAT scans and, if all goes well,

track the development of new,

mineralized material. Computer

simulations can test how much

strength the new growth has added.

This combination of engineering,

tissue culture, and basic biology has

raised the possibilit\' that one day, an

injection of cells and growth factors

may stimulate old bones to thicken

their thinning struts.

Meanwhile, research shows that

exercise helps make bones stronger and

denser. So, baby boomers, to keep

osteoporosis at bay. take the stairs, not

the ele\ator, and keep hfting those

weights.

Adam Siiiiniicrs is an (usistani projasor

of ecology and cvoltitionar)' biology at the

Utiii'crsity of California, Irvine.
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^ "«r ye know what that whitish

\\/ blur across the night sky is:

V V the Milky Way. And we know
what the Milky Way is: our galaxy.

Now if only we knew exactly what a

galaxy is.

As one of the most prominent

features in the sky, especially on a

moonless night, the Milky Way was a

subject of speculation for several

millennia. Ancient astronomers

wondered if it was something unlike

everything else up there. A giant

cloud, perhaps? Only after Galileo

used one of the first telescopes to

resolve the seeming spill across the

heavens into a "congeries of

innumerable stars" did observers know
for sure what it was: more of the same.

But more of the same what? If the

Sun and planets comprised a solar

system, as natural philosophers had

figured out by the end of the

seventeenth century (see "Celestial

Events," February 2001), did all the

stars in the night sky, along with our

own star, the Sun, comprise a further

system of their own? And if so, what

would the shape of this star system be?

In 1750, when it was stOl difficult

not to think of the "fixed stars" as

lying at some uniform distance from

Earth, English philosopher Thomas

Wright suggested that the Milky Way
might be merely an optical effect.

What if, he speculated, the seemingly

dense concentration of stars was

actually a standard distribution that

only looked dense because we
happened to be seeing this section of

sky edge-on? Five years later, German
philosopher Immanuel Kant elaborated

on this possibiHty, suggesting that the

overall stellar system might be disk

MilkyWay Mystery
What you see depends on how you see it.

By Richard Panek

shaped. But not until British

astronomer William Herschel began

plumbing the depths of the stars in the

late eighteenth century, at long last

endowing the night sky with a true

third dimension, did astronomy arrive

at a modern model ofwhat this system

might resemble: a giant cluster roughly

in the shape of a convex lens.

When we look at the Milky Way,

then, what we're seeing is the disk of

our spiral galaxy. The word "galaxy"

derives from the Greek gala (milk)

,

and the designation "Milky Way," in

fact, can refer either to that visible

stretch of stars or to the overall stellar

system, in much the same way that

"New York" can mean either the city

or the state.

As is the case with most astronomical

phenomena, galaxies reveal entirely

different aspects when we examine

them in wavelengths of light that our

eyes can't see—infi"ared or X rays, for

instance. By observing infrared radiation

from the central region of the Milky

Way, astronomers can see thi-ough the

dust and gas that obscures our visible-

light view of the millions of stars in our

spiral galaxy's bulge. The contrast

observed in X rays is even more

extreme. As the Space Telescope

Science Institute's Megan Donahue said

at a recent astronomy conference,

referring to a stunning photograph of a

large group of galaxies, "Ifwe had X-

ray telescopes at the turn of the century.

we wouldn't call these 'galaxy clusters'

but 'gas clusters.' The luminous

matter"—hundreds of billions of stars

—

"is just the froth on the gas."

If the stars are the fi"oth on the gas,

the gas, in turn, is the froth on . . .

well, astronomers aren't sure what.

They've known since the 1970s (and

some suspected as far back as the

1930s) that the gravitational

interactions of galaxies indicate the

presence of something they can't

detect in any band of light, firom radio

waves all the way to gamma radiation.

"Dark matter," they decided to call it.

According to most estimates, this dark

matter comprises at least 90 percent of

the mass of most galaxies, including

our own.

But not only don't astronomers

know what 90 percent of the mass of a

galaxy such as our own is; they're not

sure where it is, either. Does dark

matter permeate the Milky Way?

Probably not, since astronomers don't

find evidence for it in the gravitational

interactions of individual stars. Instead,

they've posited, dark matter forms a

halo around the galaxy, but whether

it's spherical or oblate, and how far it

extends—or if it even exists—remain

frustratingly persistent mysteries.

The best time to see the Milky

Way's galactic bulge is when the sky

is very dark; around the time of the

new Moon is a good bet for that. In

September, the sky is darkest on the

I



With. Weather permitting, a whitish

hlur will he visihle between the

northeastern and southwestern

horizons in the first hours after

nightfall As for the complete Milky

Way Galaxy, at least M(l percent of it

won't be visible. But then, it never

is. What's always been true of the

night sky still holds, only now more

than ever: it's dark up there.

Richard Panek's latest book, The

Iiwisible Century: Einstein, Freud,

and Our Search for Hidden

Universes, will be published tiext

year by Viking.

THE SKY IN SEPTEMBER By Joe Rao

Mercury is visible—but just barely

—

along the western horizon. Look for it

during the first half of September only

3° above the horizon, as seen about

half an hour after sunset from

niidnorthern latitudes. After reaching

greatest elongation from the Sun on

the 18th, Mercury drops from sight.

Venus, the morning "star," settles

lower and lower in the east as the

weeks go by, but even by month's end

it's still visible for two hours before

sunrise. On the morning ot

September 3, the planet blazes near

the southern fringe of M44, the

Beehive Cluster in the constellation

Cancer. The big conjunction for

Venus this month is with the first-

magnitude star Regulus, or Alpha

Leonis, in the constellation Leo. On
the morning of the 15th, a very thin

crescent Moon forms a striking

isosceles triangle with Venus and

Regulus; the bluish white star appears

5° distant from both the Moon and

Venus, which appear 3° apart. On the

mornings of September 20 and 2 1

,

Venus and Regulus appear closest,

with the planet passing 0.7° above

Regulus on the 20th and 0.8° to its

left on the 21st (Venus will be 132

times brighter than the star) . By the

25th, Regulus appears to pull up and

avvav from Venus.

Mars, positioned near the top of the

Teapot in the constellation Sagittarius,

loiters in the south-southwestern sky

at dusk throughout September. At the

start of the month it sets at about

12:30 A.M. local time, and by the end,

about forty-five minutes earlier. As the

planet recedes from Earth, it fides

from magnitude -0.9 on September 1

to -0.4 by the 30th. Although still

relatively bright, Mars shines with

one-sixth the luster of its dazzUng

mid-June showing. The first-quarter

Moon passes just above it on the

evening of September 24; on the 30th,

Mars in turn passes half a degree north

of Nunki, a magnitude +2.1 bluish

white star in the Teapot's handle.

Jupiter, in the constellation Gemini,

rises at about 1:30 a.m. local time in

early September and at about

midnight by the end of the month.

The giant planet shines brightly, low

in the east, its four moons visible

through even a modest telescope. A
fat crescent Moon passes just north of

Jupiter on the morning of September

12. From parts of northwestern

Canada and Alaska, the Moon will

actually occult (hide) Jupiter.

Saturn rises in the east-northeast

within four and a half hours after

sunset on September 1 and an hour

earlier by the 30th. By dawn, it can

be found high in the south, well

above and to the right ofJupiter.

All month, this zero-magnitude

planet remains about 6° northeast

of the first-magnitude star

Aldebaran. On the morning ot the

10th, the last-quarter Moon occults

Saturn—between 1:00 and 2:00

A.M. local time in Hawaii; before

sunrise on most of the U.S. West

Coast (narrowly missing Seattle,

however); and during the day

farther east.

The Moon is full on September 2 at

5:43 P.M. and is the most distant full

Moon of 200 1 , having arrived at

apogee the previous night. Last

quarter is on the 10th at 2:59 P.M.

The new Moon falls on September

17 at 6:27 A.M, and first quarter is

on the 24th at 5:31 A.M.

The autumnal equinox occurs at

7:04 P.M. on September 22, when

the Sun, appearing to travel along

the ecliptic, crosses the equator into

the Southern Hemisphere. This

marks the beginning ot autunui in

the Northern Hemisphere and

spring in the Southern Hemisphere.

Unless otherwise noted, all times are

given in Eastern Daylight Time.
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Delusions and

Degradation
How Mao Zedong's grandiose and coercive policies

wrecked China's environment

By Vaclav Smil

Exactly twenty years ago, I began

writing an appraisal of China's

environment. The project be-

came possible as the country aban-

doned the worst Maoist orthodoxies

and turned, under Deng Xiaoping's

leadership, to economic and social re-

forms. Statistics began appearing regu-

larly again in 1978; old

scientific journals were

restarted and many new

ones launched. Journal-

istic accounts boldly

probed topics whose

discussion had been ei-

ther strictly forbidden

or dishonestly couched in Maoist

cliches during the long and painful

reign of the Great Helmsman. Pub-

lished in 1983, my book The Bad Earth:

Environmental Degradation in China was

met not only with a great deal of atten-

tion but also with disbeUef, stermning

Mao's War Against Nature:

Politics and the Environ-

ment in Revolutionary

China, byJudith Shapiro (Cam-

bridge University Press, 2001;

$18.95)

from the persistence of a naive Western

image of China as a civilization living

in harmony with its environment, or

perhaps irom some American and Eu-

ropean intellectuals' residual infatuation

with Maoism (or from a combination

of the two). Some readers were unwill-

ing to accept the fact that the country's

environmental prob-

lems were widespread,

acute, and intractable.

Since then, more

than a dozen English-

language books have

detailed the worrisome

state of China's envi-

ronment. Western periodicals and TV
programs have repeatedly reported on

the consequences of the pollution and

ecosystemic degradation that affect not

only the country's population and

economy but also the so-called global

commons. Informed students of the

world's environment are now aware of

China's enormous problems (China is

the world's top producer of airborne

sulfur dioxide and particulate matter

from coal combustion, and less than

one-fifth of all the country's wastewater

is treated before discharge). Environ-

mentalists are alarmed by prospects of

the country's continuing desertifica-

tion, massive soil erosion, and loss of

mature forests, not to mention the con-

sequences of damming the Yangtze

River for the planet's largest hydroelec-

tric project. (Surprisingly, however,

greenhouse gas emissions have been

falling in China, due to carbon absorp-

tion by forests planted in the 1970s.)

Most acute are the widespread

shortages of water in the semiarid-to-

arid region of northern China that in-

cludes Beijing and supports two-fifths

of the nation's industrial and agricul-

tural production (while relying on less

than one-tenth of the country's total

runoff). These shortages, intensified by

the cessation of the Huang He's (Yel-

low River's) flow for up to five months

a year during the past decade, are sup-

posed to be solved by a vast interbasin

water transfer from the Yangtze, an-

other megaproject with worrisome en-

vironmental consequences.

In her new book about the history of

China's environmental degradation dur-

ing the Mao era (1949-76), Judith

Shapiro—a professor of environmental

politics at American University in

Washington, D.C., and coauthor, with

Liang Heng, of several books on

China's Cultural Revolution and its af-

termath—is no longer facing naive

readers. But critics who question her

personification of the past in the book's

title

—

Mao's War Against Nature—would

be wrong. Assigning the guilt to Mao is

historically correct. During his emper-

orHke reign, decisions were not the re-

sult of careful, collective deliberations of

the Communist Party leadership;

rather, they were a direct reflection of ll

the chairman's ignorance, biases, and

disdain for the suffering of others. For



more than a quarter century, his deci-

sions art'ected every aspect ot lite in

C^hina and were responsible tor not only

massive environmental degradation but

also the political persecution and death

of millions. The most monstrous conse-

quence, liowever, was the worst famine

in world history, with a death toll of 30

million people between 1*^59 and 1961.

Shapiro's historical account of these

dcN'astating decades follows, sensibly, a

topical rather than chronological se-

quence. Her earlier publications on

China deal with the country's modern

history, politics, and intellectual Hfe (her

tield of expertise), and she uses these fil-

ters to look at the enormous environ-

mental changes experienced by the

country during the thn-d quarter of the

twentieth century. Shapiro argues her

case by combining published intorma-

tion (from Mao's writings, newspaper

and magazine accounts, biographies,

and memoirs) with vivid personal de-

scriptions and the recollections of nu-

merous people she interviewed while

teaching and traveling in China. This

combination works to illustrate the

madness of Maoist pohcies—the irra-

tional designs that caused such suffering

and such destruction of nature.

The tra\'ails of rwo notable Chinese

intellectuals who dared disagree with

Mao, and who paid a high price for

their boldness, are discussed first.

Economist and demographer Ma Yin-

chu called for population control at a

time when Mao was extolling unlim-

ited population growth. And China's

leading hydroengineer, Huang Wanli,

questioned the building of the Soviet-

designed Sanmenxia, the first dam on

the Huang He, whose reservoir began

rapidly silting soon after the project's

completion. Both men were lucky. Al-

though their professional careers ended

in 1958, they survived.

The book then turns to the Great

Leap Forward, meant to elevate China

to a new economic level in a matter ot

years. But the Maoist regime's crimi-

nally naive schemes for instant industri-
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alization—iiivol\'intj inassiw dctdrcsta-

tioii to produce cliaaoal tor iiicrticiciu,

primitive iron furnaces—brought on

the neglect of tanning as well as tlu-

aforementioned horrific famine.

Almost as soon as the country re-

covered, Mao piunijed it into a new

round of social con\ulsions in 1966,

known—most inappropriately—as the

Cultural Revolution. '"Learning From

Dazhai" was a key slogan of that pe-

riod, imploring people to copy the

achievements (vastly exaggerated or

even entirely fictitious) of a formerly

impoverished village. Widespread de-

struction of lakes and wetlands tor the

purpose of creating new cropland was

one of the most unfortunate aspects of

Mao's campaigns, and a detailed de-

scription of the disastrous results takes

up the book's third chapter. The

fourth deals with preparations for war

with the USSR and the forcible relo-

cation of industries (and urban youth)

to the country's interior during the

late 1960s and early 1970s. The envi-

ronmental consequences of these pro-

grams included the destruction of

large areas of tropical forest in south-

ern China to make way for rubber

plantations and the conversion of

grasslands in the north into erosion-

prone cropland.

"Maoist coercive, state-sponsored

e.xperiments for social improvement

came at a dangerously high price,"

Shapiro writes. "The issues raised by the

Mao years thus remain deeply relevant."

Both for readers interested in China's

past and for those concerned about its

tliture, the story Shapiro tells is a valu-

able account of Mao's regime—one of

the last centun,-'s most tragic episodes.

Ij(7iii' Siiiil tCiU'ha in the Uiiii'ersity of

A'hiiiitolm's i;co\;rap>lly department. His most

recent bocks, innli published by MIT Press,

lire Feeding the World: A Challenge for

the TwentA'-First Centurv- (2000) and

Enriching the Earth: Fritz Haber, Carl

Bosch, and the Transformation of

World Food Production (2001).

nature.net

Becoming Human
By Robert Anderson

Many people dismiss evolution on the

grounds that it is only a theory. Our
president is of the opinion that "the

jury is still out" on it, according to a

i\'cir York Times article last year.

But consider what "theory'" means,

as the word is properly used in the sci-

ences. Physicist Alan H. Cromer, in his

1993 book Uncommon Sense: The

Heretical Nature of Science, reminds us

that a theory is not to be confused with

"an idea tentatively held for the pur-

poses of argument—that we call a hy-

pothesis. Rather, a theory is a set of

logically consistent abstract principles

that explain a body of concrete facts."

Evolution is firmly based on just such a

logical structure and is therefore even,-

bit as certain as the existence of atoms.

On the Internet, Becoming Human
(w\v\v.becominghuman.org) makes a

nice introduction to the theory of

human evolution and to the rapidly

growing number ofhominid fossils that

support it. The centerpiece of the site,

produced by the Institute of Human
Origins at Arizona State University; is

an interactive documentan,' narrated by

Donald Johanson, the discoverer of the

"Lucy" hominid remains. Although

designed for those with a high-speed

connection, the site can be viewed in

bits and pieces with slower access.

Becoming Human shows the In-

ternet's abihrs' to update a site as new

information surfaces. The "News and

Views" section, for instance, recently

posted several links to sites covering

the discovery of a new species (the

3.5-million-year-old Ketiyantliropiis

platyops) that challenges Lucy's pivotal

position in our lineage.

Robert Anderson is a freehvice science irriter

living in Los A)igeles.
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Wild Nights: Nature Returns to the

City, by Aline Mnttliews (North Point Press,

2001; $22)

Coyotes, peregrine falcons, wild tur-

keys, and other wildHfe are now sighted

in and around New York City—an

amazing resurgence in "a profoundly

unnatural landscape; a competitive

maze; a wonder ot money and art."

Holding Back the Sea: The Struggle

for America's Natural Legacy on the

Gulf Coast, by Christopher Hallowell

(HarperColhns, 2001; $26)

In the Mississippi River delta—an area

with more than 3 million acres of

marsh and swamp—massive erosion,

rising sea levels, introduced species, and

other agents are destroying about

twenty-five square miles of wetland a

year and threatening the fish harvest,

gas and oil reserves, the local residents,

and even New Orleans itself.

Blue Nile: Ethiopia's River of Magic

and Mystery, by llrginia Morell (National

Geographic/Adventure Books, 2001; $26)

In her account of rafting 560 miles

down the Abay Wenz ("great river")

—

from Lake Tana in Ethiopia to the Su-

danese border—MoreU interweaves the

day-to-day drama of an expedition

with a history of the river and portraits

of its peoples.

Barren Lands: An Epic Search for Di-

amonds in the North American Arc-

tic, by Kevin Krajick (Holt, 2001; $24.95)

In 1991, in Canada's remote Northwest

Territories, a small-time prospector dis-

covered eighty-one tiny diamonds in a

crater lake, precipitating "one of the

greatest mining rushes in history."

The Mummy Congress: Science, Ob-

session, and the Everlasting Dead, by

Heather Pringle (Hyperion, 2001; $23.95)

The Third World Congress on

Mummy Studies, held in Chile in

1998, gave journalist Pringle the op-

portunity to observe this quirky disci-

pline and to explore the "intimate rela-

tionship between the living and the

everlasting dead."

Making Babies: The Science of Preg-

nancy, by David Bainbridge (Harvard Univer-

sity Press, 2001; $26)

Reproductive biologist Bainbridge in-

vestigates the coexistence of mother

and fetus during the forty weeks ofges-

tation and concludes that human preg-

nancy is "a triumph of the natural

world, but it can have strange unfore-

seen effects," from the mothers suscep-

tibihty to disease to the outcome of a

male child's sexual orientation.

The Parrot Who Owns Me: The Story

of a Relationship, byJoanna Burger (Vil-

lard Books, 2001; $23.95)

A red-lored Amazon rules the roost at

an ornithologist's New Jersey home. In

recounting her stormy but loving rela-

tionship with Tiko (the bird is forty-six

years old by the end of the book and

could Uve to sixty or seventy). Burger

provides information about the behav-

ior of birds of every feather.

Walking on Eggs: The Astonishing

Discovery of Thousands of Dinosaur

Eggs in the Badlands of Patagonia,

by Luis M. Chiappe and Lowell Dingus (Scrib-

ner, 2001; $25)

Four years ago, a paleontological team

led by Chiappe and Dingus discovered

a dinosaur nesting ground in Ar-

gentina, covering more than a square

mile and littered with vast numbers of

egg fragments and intact five-inch

eggs. The authors piece together the

events that prevented these eggs from

hatching 70 miUion years ago.

The Southwest Inside Out: An Illus-

trated Guide to the Land and Its

History, by Tlwmas Wiewandt and Maureen

Wilks (Wild Horizons, 2001; $24.95)

Abundant photographs, historical tid-

bits, fascinating facts, and amusing

anecdotes complement clear explana-

tions of the natural features of North

America's desert and canyon country:

its dunes, rocks, clifrs, and water.

The books mentioned are usually avail-

able in the Museum Shop, (212) 769-

5150, or via the Museum's Web site,

www.amnh. org.

I

Indian Country, photographs by Gwendolen Gates (Grove/Atlantic, 2001; $44.95)
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WASHINGTON, D.C. Corp. ID Center,

Tuesday, 8:55 AM — Today history is

being made! The National Collectors

Mint announces the limited advance

striking of the 2001 Silver Buffalo

Proof heralding Americas new 2001

Silver Buffalo Dollar Its the first time

James E. Eraser's Buffalo and Indian

Head design has ever appeared on any

coin, since the famous Buffalo Nickel

was last minted 63 years ago.

The new U.S. Mint silver dollar is

much rarer than the Golden Sacagawea

Dollar And, the extraordinary 2001

Silver Buffalo Proof is even more

scarce. This extraordinary issue fea-

tures the beautifiil frosted American

Buffalo against a mirror-like back-

ground on the obverse. On the reverse,

the classic Indian Head design stands
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ADVANCE DISCOUNT PRICE
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your purchase price. Your satisfaction

is guaranteed.

directed to: National Collector's Mint.

Dept. 3537. 4401A Connecticut .'\ve.

NW, PMB-850. Washington. DC
20008. Nonetheless, late orders may not

be honored and remittance will be
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ear tlic village of Yaniato. Japan, in late

spring;, a paper wasp i]iiL-cn (Polish:::

tliiiiaisis) tends a nest slie has built on a

, dead stalk of goldenrod. A potential queen

begins her colony by searching out a patch of the

species' favorite flowers, where she mates with a

suitable male. Next she chooses a nest site and

constructs about twenty hexagonal cells from a

durable papier-mache of chewed wood fibers

mixed with saliva. After completing each cell, the

gueen deposits an egg in it before starting the

next one. When the larvae hatch, she will feed

them chewed-up caterpillars until they are ready

to pupate. At that time, each larva wraps itself in

a cocoon, plugs its chamber with silk, and

becomes quiescent.

For the next three or four months, while the

youngsters mature, the foundress cleans the nest

regularly and helps keep it cool by fanning her

wings. All the cell openings are angled

downward, thus preventing rainwater fixjm

collecting in them and drowning the larvae. Any

water that adheres after a rain must be swallowed

by the queen and then regurgitated, drop by

drop, over the side—an action captured in this

photograph. In autumn, the larvae emerge as

adult workers and begin enlarging the colony.

—Richard Miliicr

Photograph by Hiroshl Ogawa
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Garbage Out, Garbage In

By Man 5. Kesseiheim

It is my first morning of a week in paradise—the Sian Ka'an

Biosphere Reserve on the east coast o± Mexico's Yucatan

peninsula, where a vast Hving coral reef bumps right up

against the shore. I am here to teach a writing workshop. Be-

fore me stretches the electric-blue Caribbean. Beneath my
feet, the sand of pulverized coral has the pillowy, soft texture

of white flour. It takes me a while to notice the garbage.

Plastic bottles, milk cartons, sandals, strands of rope, dis-

posable diapers, shopping bags, six-pack holders, sunglass

frames, broken Styro-

foam coolers, baseball

caps, plastic GIs. They

bob in the surf along-

On the beach in the Sian

Ka'an Biosphere Reserve, Mexico

side incoming co-

"'^

-^^

it>

conuts, mingle with

the seaweed at the

high-water Hne, flut-

ter in the shrubs at the

back of the beach.

Not what I expected

to see at a UNESCO
World Heritage Site.

Farther north along

the coast, garbage is

not allowed. From

Cancun to Tulum,

along a sixty-mile

strip of vacation real

estate known as the

Mayan Paviera, much
of the beach is not only patrolled for litter each day but also

manicured every morning by workers wielding rakes. In

some places, the sand is refreshed periodically with truck-

loads brought in from elsewhere: beaches to go.

But in the protected reserve, the natural state is upheld,

including our prolific, enduring detritus.

"It is hterally the garbage of the world," my host, Anna

Woods, tells me. A part-time resident, she runs a series of

artists workshops in the reserve. Woods has found medical

waste from New York City hospitals washed up, the ad-

dresses still intact on the containers. In order to reach this

coast, such refrise must first be swept north and east by the

Gulf Stream to Europe, then south toward Africa and west

across the Atlantic—a loop of roughly 10,000 miles. "Some

of it might have gone around twice," says Woods.

She shrugs when I ask if I could pick up some of the

trash. "It's a five-hour round trip on very bad roads to dis-

pose of it at the dump outside of Tulum. Who knows how
it's taken care of there."

Over the days I learn to filter out the litter, at least most of

the time. I focus on the bleached shells, the hunks of intri-

cately patterned coral, the hermit crabs dragging their homes

through the sand Kke martyrs on a pilgrimage.

Halfway through my week, as I walk down the beach, I

meet Cruz, a skinny eleven-year-old boy from a nearby ran-

cho. In a pouch made with his faded T-shirt, he carries his

morning's treasure—a stash of plastic and Styrofoam knick-

knacks thrown up by the sea. There is not a single shell or

rock or lump of coral in the mix.

Cruz has never been to a Wal-Mart. But if he is patient

and alert enough, almost anything can come to him. He
arranges and rearranges his coastal trove in the yard outside

his house the same way my kids play with their Lego sets

and plastic barn animals in our basement. His model

ranches consist of assorted boxes and cartons, with twine

fences, milk-carton horse stalls, and a syringe for a tiny silo.

An extensive system of roads conveys cars and trucks. A
surprisingly large assortment of suitable farm animals in-

habit the spread, although the rancher may be a garish ac-

tion figure or space alien, and his wife the nude upper half

of a Barbie doU.

My last morning at the reserve, I walk the flour-sand

shoreHne one final time, searching for pretty sheOs or con-

voluted knobs of coral to carry home to my kids. The

breeze is blowing onshore; the waves break across the reef.

I notice that I am unconsciously surveying the beach the

way Cruz does, without judgment, watchful for some glim-

mer of surprise. I am alive to the possibility that I just might

find some stunning piece of the world's refuse to cart back, a

treasure in honor of Cruz.

Freelance writer Alan S. Kesseiheim is a columnistfor 'Big SkyJour-

nal and a contributing editorfor Canoe & Kayak. His latest hook is

The Wilderness Paddler's Handbook (McGrau'-Hill, 2001).
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JANUARY 2002

India: Traditions in Action

January 3 -21, 2002

Expedition to the South Pole

by Private Plane

January 8 - 23, 2002

The Galapagos Islands

Aboard the Isabella II

January 13-23, 2002

Exploring Antarctica: South

Georgia and the Falkland Islands

Aboard the Hanseatic

January 13 - February 3, 2002

Ancient Trade Centers

Revealed: Saudi Arabia, Oman,

and the U.A.E.

January 17 -31, 2002

New Zealand by Land & Sea:

Circumnavigating Aboard the

Clipper Odyssey

January 20 - February 3, 2002

Daily Life in Mali: Featuring

Timbuktu and the Dogon Country

January 22 - February 6, 2002

American Museums
Discovery Tours

Indochina Unveiled: Laos,

Vietnam, and Cambodia

January 25 - February 12,

February 15 - March 5, 2002

Mexico: Mayan Ruins and

Excjuisite Haciendas

January 28 - February 10, 2002

FEBRUARY 2002

Ethiopia: A Journey

Through Time
February 9 - 23, 2002

Pearls of the South Pacific:

Tahiti, Cook, Nuie, Tonga,

Somoa, Tokelau, and Fiji Islands

Aboard the Spirit of Oceanus

February 9 - 28, 2002

Cuba: A 'World in Transition

February 11 - 22, March 11-22,

AprU 15 - 26, 2002

South America By Private

Jet: Natural Wonders and

Ancient Mysteries

February 19 - March 11, 2002

The Amazon: Discovering its

Natural Wonders Aboard

La Amatista

February 23 - March 3, 2002

MARCH 2002

The Amazon: Discovering its

Natural Wonders Aboard

La Amatista

March 2 - 10, March 9 - 17, 2002

Bhutan & Northern India

Aboard the Royal Orient

March 4 - 22, 2002

Treasures of the Pharaohs:

Egypt Aboard the Sunboat III

March 8 -21, 2002

Mysteries of Earth By Private

Jet: An Around the World

Exploration of the Wonders of

Nature and Man
March 11 - April 4, 2002

Indian Ocean Odyssey:

Madagascar and the Seychelles

Aboard the Song of Flower

March 25 - April 10, 2002

Rain Forests & Waterways:

Costa Rica to the Panama Canal

Aboard Le Ponant

March 26 - April 4, 2002

APRIL 2002

Human Odyssey: An
Expedition by Private Jet to

Search for Our Beginnings

April 1-19, 2002

The Lost World: Biodiversity in

the Orinoco River Delta Aboard

Le Levant

April 7 -15, 2002

Passage to Arabia: Muscat to

Aqaba Aboard the Song of Flower

April 9 - 26, 2002

Classical Greece at Easter

April 28 - May 11, 2002

MAY 2 02

The Elbe River: Treasures of a

Timeless Land Aboard the

Katharina von Bora

May 1 - 14, 2002

Springtime in Japan Aboard

the Clipper Odyssey

May 2-16, 2002

Turkey: The Crossroads of

Civilization

May 9 - 24, 2002

French Caves: Featuring the

Original Cave of Lascaux

May 13 - 26, 2002

Ancient Persia &
Modem Iran
May 15 - 29, 2002

South Africa's Great Rail

Journey Aboard Roves Rail

May 15 - 29, 2002

JUNE 2002

China for Families: Beijing,

Xi'an,Yangtze River, and

Shanghai

June 17 -July 1,2002

Outdoor Living Skills: A Family

Adventure in Chaco Canyon

June 22 - 28, 2002

Russia Through the Ages:

Moscow to St. Petersburg Aboard

the Viking Kirov

June 23 - July 6, 2002

Expeditions throughout the Worlcl
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Experience
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Voyage to the North Pole

Aboard the \cimal

lulv 18 -August 1,2002

Family Dinosaur Discovery:

In the Grand Vallei/ of the

Colorado River

July 20 - 26, 2002

Mongolia: In the Footsteps of

Roy Chapman Andrezos

July 20 - August 5, 2002

Family Alaska Expedition

Aboard the Wilderness

Adventurer

July 25 -August 1,2002

Game Parks of East Africa:

A Family Safari

July 26 - August 8, 2002

AUGUST 2002

North America's Great Lakes:

Chicago to Toro}ito Aboard

Le Levant

August 9 -17, 2002

The Biodiversity of

Madagascar &
Southern Africa

August 10 - 29, 2002

Carl Akeley's Africa:

Kenya and Tanzania

August 12 -26, 2002

White Nights: A Sununer

Voyage in tlie Baltic Aboard the

Song of Flower

August 13 - 25, 2002

Costa Rica for Families

August 16-25, 2002

The Ancient Silk Road: A
Journey Through Cliina and

Central Asia

August 30 - September 22, 2002

The Outer Islands of Britain

& Ireland Aboard the

Song of Flower

August 31 - September 12, 2002

SEPTEMBER 2002

Australia Air Safari: The

Outback by Private Plane

September 13 -29, 2002

Jewels of the Himalaya:

Ladnkh, Nepnil, and Bluitan

September 15 - October 3, 2002

in the Footsteps of Jean Louis

Burckhardt: The Treasures of

jorda)! and Syria

September 16 - October 2, 2002

The Swiss Alps to Budapest

Aboard the Amadeus Classic

September 17 - October 1, 2002

China & the Yangtze River:

Beijing, Xi'an, Yangtze River,

Guilin, and Shanghai

September 27 - October 13, 2002

Sailing Turkey's Turquoise

Coast by Private Yacht

October 2 -16, 2002

OCTOBER 2002

Vietnam & Cambodia: A
Timeless Journey From Hanoi to

Siem Reap Aboard the

Clipper Odyssey

October 3 -19, 2002

Living the Navajo Way
October 6 - 13, 2002

Lost Islands of the South

Atlantic: Ascension, St. Helena,

Tristan da Cumba, and the South

Georgia Islands Aboard the

Explorer

October 7 - Nox'ember 11, 2002

Peru: Empires of Gold

October 11 -25,2002

An Oxford & AMNH
University in the Aegean:

,4/iii(jnf the Kristina Regina

October 4 -13, 2002

Mediterranean Crossing:

Malta to Malaga Aboard

the Sea Cloud

October 28 - November 10, 2002

NOVEMBER 2002

Country Fairs of India:

FoUuriii^ the Pufhkar Camel Fair

November 4 - 19, 2002

Ancient Crossroads by
Private Jet

November 4 - 24, 2002

Moroccan Riads: The Jewels of

North Africa

November, 2002

DECEMBER 2002

Trains, Treks, & Tribes: A
Family Aiventure in Thailand

December 20, 2002 -

January' 2, 2003

Egypt & the Nile:

,4 Family Holiday Program Aboard

the Oberoi Shehrazad

December 21, 2002 -

January 2, 2003

For more information:

call: 800-462-8687

or 212-769-5700

Fax: 212-76»4755 %
discoverytours.orq

WITH Distinguished Scientists and Educators
* Dates and itimrics are subject to change.
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